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The Sound-Mass in Var se's Early Music 

Glenn Hackbarth is currently on the faculty at 
Arizona State University where he teaches 
theory and composition and directs the New 
Music Ensemble. The recipient of a NEA com- 
poser fellowship, an Arizona Commission on the 
Arts fellowship, and several ASCAP awards for 
composition, his music has been performed at 
festivals and contemporary music concerts 
throughout the country. 

It is generally acknowledged that the most in- 
fluential contribution made by Edgard Var~se 
was his pioneering effort in the area of spatial 
music. His radical views of how musical mater- 
ials should be organized resulted in the formu- 
lation of new attitudes regarding the nature of 
sound and the function of t ime-  attitudes which 
have influenced numerous twentieth century 
composers. Yet despite the significance of his 
work, Var~se's music has had to weather a lack 
of understanding and performance that has 
begun to reverse only in the last few decades. 
To a degree this appears somewhat surprising 
since Var~se devoted considerable energy to lec- 
turing and writing about his music. While it is 
true that many of his statements simply serve 
to provide a general, esthetic overview, others 
imply more specific relationships to tangible 
musical elements thereby offering a valuable 
insight into his compositional style. 

When asked in an interview about the struc- 
ture of his early works, Var~se responded, "I 
was working with blocks of sound, calculated 
and balanced against each other. I was preoc- 
cupied with volume in an architectural sense, 
and with projection. ''1 This direct reference to 
architecture is much more than a casual 
metaphor; it is a corollary crucial to the full 
understanding of his music. The objects which 
Var~se constructs and regulates are deliber- 
ately conceived to project a multi-dimensional 
image. Pitch and its registral placement, 
rhythm, intensity, timbre, and density function 
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interdependently to generate the unique iden- 
tity of each sound-mass which, when placed into 
a time continuum, occupies an area of the avail- 
able acoustical space much in the same way that 
the components of an architectural structure 
become part of a total physical environment. 2 

The importance that Var~se affixed to the 
careful, control of each parameter is further ac- 
centuated in the following statement: Timbres 
and their combinations - or better, quality of 
tones and tone-compounds of different pitch, in- 
stead of being incidental become part of the form, 
coloring and making discernible the different 
planes and various sound-masses, and so creat- 
ing the sensation of non-blending. Variations in 
the intensity of certain tones of the compounds 
modify the structure of the masses and planes, s 
Not only are timbre and intensity viewed as 
structural factors of major significance, but the 
relationship of the individual constituents to 
the overall image is clearly defined: A change 
in any one of the contributingparameters alters 
the acoustical structure of the sound-mass. As 
a result, these objects have the potential for 
projecting more motion and internal life than 
is perhaps implied by Var~se's analogy to the 
blocks in an architectural structure. And this, 
in turn, suggests that an attempt to broadly 
classify these units as static entities might 
be somewhat short-sighted. From a multi- 
dimensional perspective, there are very few 
places in Var~se's music which are genuinely 
static. 

The opening sound-mass of Hyperprism, for 
example, is highly non-directional when viewed 
in terms of its pitch content. This entire section 
revolves around the dominance of C~ which al- 
ways appears in the same register. Yet even in 
the wind instruments, Var~se has created a 
high degree of animation within the mass by 
continually varying the timbre, density, and 
rhythmic presentation of this pitch. 

It is also obvious that the static pitch content 
has been balanced by a great deal of activity in 
the percussion. Var~se's keen interest in explor- 
ing timbre is clearly evident in the wealth and 
variety of percussion instruments utilized in 
this short passage. Although never employed 
simultaneously, sixteen different instruments 

- representing metals, membranes, and woods 
(and including such exotic entities as the lion's 
roar and the siren) - combine to form a con- 
stantly shifting maze of sound. Within this com- 
plex, several key rhythmic motives have been 
subjected to shifts in timbre and density which 
are similar to those employed to regulate the C~ 
in the pitched instruments. Notice, for example, 
the straight eighth-notes which first occur be- 
tween the tambourine and the cymbals in the 
fourth complete measure and their subsequent 
appearances in the Indian drum (measure 6), 
the sleigh bells (measure 8), and the sleigh bells 
combined with the Chinese blocks (measure 11). 

It might be further noted that the above 
sound-mass has been constructed to project two 
interrelated planes of activity - one which em- 
bodies the pitched instruments and the other 
which embraces the percussion. This type of 
internal stratification characterizes many of 
Var~se's sound-objects and proves to be much 
more common than a realization in which the 
mass appears as a single block of fused sound. 
Even in the instances where he does adopt this 
latter approach, the resulting image usually 
contains a number of smaller units in constant 
alternation (as in Hyperprism, rehearsal no. 4 
and Octandre, no. 5). 

But the structuring of layers within the mass 
is not necessarily dependent on the presence of 
percussion. In the following excerpt, also from 
Hyperprism, only the wind instruments have 
been employed to form an image that is the 
composite of four different planes of sound. Not 
only does each layer possess a unique pitch con- 
tent, but, even more significant, a distinct 
rhythmic and timbral character. To further 
clarify this stratification, Var~se has kept the 
outer two planes registrally separated from the 
others and in the inner two, where a registral 
overlap does occur, has regulated the timbre 
(horn versus trumpet) and dynamics (piano ver- 
sus forte) to differentiate the two (creating, in 
his own words, the sensation of non-blending). 

Simultaneously, each of the layers is drawn 
into a total sound-complex which is tightly uni- 
fied through an interlacing of pitch structure. 
While the actual content of each plane is unique, 
they share an obvious similarity of internal 
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Example 2 

Piccolo 

Eb Clarinet 

Horns 

46 47 

Trumpets 

Horns 

Trombones 

design: all possess an uninterrupted portion of 
the chromatic scale (except the horns which ar- 
ticulate a single pitch). The particular distribu- 
tion of these segments produces an orderly 
chromatic descent in pitch that  parallels the 
positioning of the respective segments in the 
total registral spectrum and is responsible for 
establishing the successive tritone relation- 
ships which exist between the middle layers 
and those which frame the mass. The resulting 
product is an aural image whose characteristic 
features become defined through a calculated 
in te rp lay  of in te rna l  dist inction and overal l  
integration. 

Judging by both Var~se's writings and his 
music, this technique of internal stratification 
is fundamental to his couception of the sound- 
mass. 4 From this perspective, the regulation of 
density becomes one of several crucial factors 
responsible for establishing the object's precise 
shape. Although the preceding example is 
characterized by a general uniformity of density, 
this parameter  is often the subject of considera- 
ble fluctuation within the confines of the mass 
itself. In the opening measures of Intdgrales, for 
instance, a continuous band of sound (E~ 
clarinet, oboe, trumpet) is sporadically en- 
larged by the addition of three other layers 
(trombones, flutes and B~ clarinet, and percus- 
sion), and in measures 71 to 78 of the same 
work, the staggered entries of different planes 
stimulate a gradual and constant growth of the 
mass which eventually terminates in a large 

cadential structure. The extreme care exercised 
in articulating the individual s t ra ta  of these 
masses in turn points to the importance that  
coincidence (or non-coincidence) of at tack and 
release play in defining the actual existence of 
an independent layer within the total complex. 

Var~se's concern for the multi-dimensional 
nature of sound is also reflected in the techniques 
that  he employs to control and interrelate the 
various sound-masses within a work. At times 
his manipulation of the material  appears to be 
generated by a desire to retain the basic fea- 
tures of a previous mass despite a substantial 
change in its overall density. Measures 32 to 52 
of Intdgrales, for instance, embrace a sound- 
mass whose independent layers combine to 
form the pitch composite shown in the example 
below. While the resultant verticality is clearly 
a twelve-tone aggregate, the outer frames re- 
main closely linked intervallically to the begin- 
ning of the composition by virtue of their strong 
emphasis on the tritone. When reference is later 
made to this structure (in measures 101 to 105) 
the texture has been significantly altered from 
eleven pitched instruments to only five, and 
even though the oboe picks up two pitches pre- 
viously assigned to other instruments, the in- 
tervallic link of the tritone is noticeably absent. 
Yet despite the suppression of this important 
intervallic connection, the skeletal framework 
and timbral makeup of this mass are so similar 
to those of the previous structure that  their 
close relationship is unmistakable. 
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Example 3 36 

oboe/trb.~ 

Bb clar. 

horn, : ~u 

t r b s x ~  

The concept of stratification, so important in 
the initial creation of the sound-object, usually 
remains a significant factor during this process 
of reduction. Except for a noticeable thinning 
in texture, the mass which occurs in Hyper- 
prism at rehearsal no. 9 is remarkably similar 
to that which previously occurred at rehearsal 
no. 6 (Example 2). The only instrument which 
remains identical in terms of previous pitch 
content is the piccolo. The trumpets have been 
omitted but their pitches have filtered into the 
uppermost plane, first with the F and F~ in the 
E~ clarinet and later with the A~ and G. Simi- 
larly the vacancy created by the absence of the 
horns, which previously articulated the un- 
varying A, is carefully balanced by a reference 
to their persistent rhythmic character in the 
Chinese blocks. The most noticeable compres- 
sion occurs in the lowest plane where the E~-D- 
C~ cell is taken over by only two instruments. 
Initially triggered by the overlapping E~ in the 
tenor trombone, it becomes the responsibility of 
the bass trombone to provide both D and C~, a 
problem Var~se solves by instating the D1/2~ in 
its part. 

Example 4 

Piccolo 

Eb Clarinet 

Chinese 
Blocks ~" 

i01 

   >  ooolos 
- i 

tro~bone~ 

The principal difference between this exam- 
ple and the previous one from Intdgrales is that  
there has been a strong effort on the part of 
Var~se to retain the basic intervallic content as 
well as the key pitches. Again chromatic seg- 
ments have been utilized as primary material 
and, in the initial portion of the mass, are re- 
lated in the E~ clarinet and piccolo by the tritone 
interval. Although in this context the D1/2~ ini- 
tially remains isolated, it merges to become 
tightly interlocked with the other instruments 
at the close of the gesture where it establishes 
the key tritone interval with both Ab and G. The 
result is a compression of material from the 
original four layers articulated by nine instru- 
ments to a tri-layered structure embodying only 
four, calculatingly accomplished without a sig- 
nificant loss of the basic pitch content. 

It appears as though it is this intricate pro- 
cess of pitch transfer and compression to which 
Var~se is referring when he alludes to the con- 
tinual interaction of masses as a form of atomic 
collision. When these sound-masses collide, the 
phenomena of penetration or repulsion will seem 
to occur. Certain transmutations taking place on 
certain planes will seem to be projected onto 
other planes, moving at different speeds and at 
different angles. 5 However, this method of 
transformation is also operative in situations 
where the density remains uniform such as the 
opening oboe statement from Octandre. Basi- 
cally in four parts differentiated by the type of 
pitch movement contained within each, this 
section is characterized by an alternation be- 
tween relative staticity of pitch (measures 1 to 
3 and 6 to 8) and progressive drives which culmi- 
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nate in cadential gestures (measures 4 to 5 and 
8 to 10). Although the intervallic content of the 
third part is significantly different from the 
first, its origin is both logical and obvious: It 
occurs as the result of a collision between the 
first two sections in which the durationally em- 
phasized elements of each (indicated in the 
example below by open note-heads) have been 
retained and combined to form a new structural 
component. 

E x a m p l e  5 1-3 4 - 5  

identical trumpet parts). The resulting trans- 
formation of material is intricately subtle for 
what sounds to the listener as a simple restate- 
ment of an earlier idea is something much more 
complex in its implications. 

Actually, Var~se often employs manipulative 
procedures that are difficult for the listener to 
immediately perceive and, to a degree, this diffi- 
culty is the direct result of his multi-dimensional 
perspective of sound. Simple timbral fluctua- 

6-8 8-10 

More frequently found is Var~se's applica- 
tion of this technique on a higher structural 
level to link together entire masses of sound. 
On three separate occasions inInt~grales he em- 
ploys a gesture characterized by rapid reitera- 
tions of a single pitch in the trumpet supported 
by a sustained dyad in the brass, and each time 
it appears it has undergone an alteration. The 
relationship between the second (m. 144) and 
third (m. 206) occurrences is clear enough: 
Aside from the alteration of timbre, the latter 
is merely a transposition down a major second. 
While the intervallic connection between the 
first two appearances is less tangible, the 
rationale for the second is embodied within the 
woodwind layer of the preceding mass (meas- 
ures 135 to 143). Var~se has adopted its inter- 
vallic structure and substituted it for that  of the 
original cell, carefully utilizing an inversion 
which provides for maximum coincidence of 
pitch with the mass in measure 105 (hence the 

tions within a mass are easily recognizable as 
slight internal modifications, but on a higher 
level, where a similarity of the timbral profile 
might link two non-adjacent sound-objects 
whose characteristics are otherwise quite dif- 
ferent, the relationship is less clear. Similarly, 
Var~se utilizes operations involving registral 
placement which, although quite simple in 
concept, are often obscured by more accessible 
features in other parameters. 

Measures 42 to 43 of Hyperprism, for exam- 
ple, contain a large cadential sonority which 
terminates a mass begun in measure 39. Var~se 
incorporates pitches from this structure at the 
opening of the next gesture; however, their re- 
gistral locations have been systematically reor- 
dered. The D natural still occupies a central 
position but the Bb and A have.been inverted to 
appear at the top of the registral spectrum and 
the E~ and C~ rotated to the bottom. This man- 
ipulation results in a significant link between 

Example  6 105 135-43 144 206 

I I ° "  J 
I I I 
I I I 

trb/~ i woodwinds Sorn trb. / " 
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these two masses, yet dramatic changes in both 
timbre and character (from the static cadential 
chord to the individualized stratification of the 
following mass) function to conceal this other- 
wise simple maneuver. 

Example  7 

43 

k_L.,,6 o 
I " 

4 5  

Although the system employed by Var6se to 
registrally distribute material in much of Int~- 
grales is perhaps even less immediately perceiv- 
able, the technique itself is equally simplistic. 
The initial three sound-masses each consist of 
four distinct planes which, while frequently 
overlapping in register, are car&ally delineated 
by pitch content and rhythmic character. If  all 
of the pitches within a mass are viewed collec- 
tively, it becomes apparent that  each unit of 
sound has been identically framed by the inter- 
val of a major seventh and that the movement 
from one frame to the next is always by the 
descent of a minor third. Yet the internal con- 
trol of material is even more involved, for Var~se 
has utilized a technique of registral projection 
in which the pitch content for each layer of 
sound is always taken from the lower layers of 
the mass (except for the bottom plane which 
derives its material from the top). 6 Thus there 
exists a constant cycling of pitch throughout 

Example  8 
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the registral spectrum. In addition to changes 
in character and timbre, the process has been 
obscured in this case by the fact that Var~se 
usually selects pitches for a new layer from sev- 
eral previous ones and then reorders them so 
that the result is not that of several planes simply 
shifting their registral locations. 

That these operations occur with such abun- 
dance in all of Var~se's early music raises some 
question as to the meaning of his remark that 
the individual sound-masses within a work are 
essentially unrelated objects.7 It might be possi- 
ble for this statement to refer to the control of 
pitch for he does avoid extremely systematic 
modes of organization in structuring this 
parameter. Yet the masses within a work usu- 
ally display strong similarities with regard to 
their intervallic and motivic construction. The 
use of uninterrupted chromatic segments-pre- 
sent both vertically and linearly in the above 
examples -characterizes much of his music, as 
does the tritone. And the fact that these prefer- 
ences often emerge to relate events on higher 
s t ructural  levels (the opening s ta tement  of 
Octandre, for example, returns at the end of the 
movement transposed up a tritone) suggests 
that  Var~se was deliberately striving to unify 
the intervallic relationships between his images 
wherever possible. 

Instead, it appears more likely that Var~se 
is emphasizing the fact that he has chosen a 
means of formal structuring which focuses on 
extreme sectionalization and abrupt changes in 
character - qualities that indeed tend to 
minimize the interrelationships which exist be- 
tween the components. To a degree this illusion 
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of unrelatedness is further perpetuated by his 
treatment of restatement as a formal gesture. 
Repetition functions quite explicitly within an 
individual mass as a primary element of the 
immediate structure. By constantly repeating 
smaller components of the spatial image, Var~se 
is able to create a state of fluctuation which 
gives an obj ect internal plasticity. But the reap- 
pearance of an entire mass later in the work is 
actually quite rare and even when a section has 
been restated, it is often transformed in a man- 
ner that alters its recapitulatory impact, s 

The following excerpt from Hyperprism, for 
example, clearly recalls material which charac- 
terized the opening sound-mass of the work (see 
Example 1). The affinity between these two 
structures is most apparent in the percussion 
layer. Not only are the key motives of the initial 
mass present in this later object (the snare drum 
figure in measure 10, for example, expanded in 
measure 61; and the Chinese block motive from 
measure 4 shifted to the snare drum in measure 
63), but entire gestures have been transplanted 
intact (compare the instrumental complex in 
measures 5 and 7 with measures 64 and 66). 

The pitched layer, however, is quite differ- 
ent, especially in terms of its overall shaping. 
Although the tenor trombone, with its static 
pitch content and glissandi, initially does bear 
a resemblance to the opening mass, it departs 
quite dramatically at the end to articulate a 
chromatic line that has been subjected to octave 
displacement. This seemingly small change 
gives the mass a directional quality that is ab- 
sent from its earlier counterpart and signifi- 
cantly alters the function of the image within 
the overall form of the composition. 

Yet despite this strong emphasis on con- 
tinual transformation, Var~se's works display 
a concern for carefully structured forms which 
are often symmetrical in their design. When 
discussing the importance of timing within his 
music, Var~se commented: Rhythm is too often 
confused with metrics. Cadence or the regular 
succession of beats and accents has little to do 
with the rhythm of a composition. Rhythm is the 
element of stability, the generator of form. In my 
own works, for instance, rhythm derives from 
the simultaneous interplay of unrelated ele- 

merits that intervene at calculated, but not regu- 
lar time lapses. 9 From this perspective each 
sound-image constitutes a basic subdivision of 
the composition with certain masses grouped 
together to form yet larger structural compo- 
nents. By controlling the nature, duration, and 
interplay of these elements Var~se is able to 
create a macro-rhythm which critically divides 
the total, durat ion space of a work, thereby 
establishing its precise formal contour. 

Hyperprism, for instance, has been divided 
on this level into three large sections; the first 
ending conclusively on the fermata in measure 
29, and the third beginning in measure 59 with 
recapitulatory effects in the percussion. Aside 
from noticeable similarities in tempo, rhythmic 
motives, and approximate duration, the two 
outer sections are additionally unified through 
a relative independence of the percussion en- 
semble. In both it functions as a separate layer 
of sound within each mass and"rarely as an 
agent of reinforcement to the pitched instru- 
ments. However, the exact opposite is true of 
the middle section. Here the percussion provide 
either a unison reinforcement of the pitched in- 
struments (measures 30 to 38), a tutti, soloistic 
role (measures 44 to 58), or are omitted entirely 
from the mass (measures 39 to 43). Consequently 
there exists a dramatic focus of activity lo in the 
middle portion that contrasts sharply with the 
sense of rhythmic freedom characteristic of the 
outer components. On a more detailed level, 
each of these major divisions is characterized 
by a climactic point which falls almost exactly 
in the middle. Thus Var~se generates symmet- 
rical relationships both between and within the 
larger structural components. 

A concern for articulating symmetrical bal- 
ance is also apparent in Octandre and, in con- 
trast to Hyperprism, the existence of precise 
metronome markings facilitates a reasonably 
accurate estimation of sectional durations. 
While the primary cadence of the first move- 
ment (measure 15) divides this part into two 
sections of almost equal duration, the remain- 
ing two movements appear individually to re- 
sist a similar symmetrical form. However, if 
treated as a single quantity, this design again 
emerges. Measures 50 to 65 in Movement II and 
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24 to 39 in Movement III are not offset by major 
cadences but, instead, merit individual status 
by virtue of their compatible nature: the con- 
stant articulation of chordal units in which all 
instruments participate. These are each 
flanked on the outside by sections of almost 
identical length and merge together into a mid- 
dle part of considerably greater duration. Thus 
the overall structure of this two-movement 
composite is once again highly symmetrical in 
nature; an observation which might offer one 
explanation as to why Var~se bridged these two 
movements with the doublebass and indicated 
that they be performed without separation, n 

Example  10 Octandre 

Movement Measures Approximate duration 

1-15 67"---] 

16-32 73"----I 

equal duration and the middle segment sub- 
stantially shorter. 

Example  11 Int~grales 

Measures Approximate duration 

1-31 

32-78 

79-126 

127-154 

155-190 

191-224 

~i04"~ 229" 

F 
125,,~ "~ 

1 79"'~"-~ 120 ,, 
41" / 

t--129" ~ 232" 

103" 

Although asymmetrical in their balance, the 
inner two sections can be viewed similarly in 
three distinct parts: the first, from measure 79 
to measure 116, unified by a constant tempo of 
J = 160; the second, an extended cadential effect 
from measure 117 to measure 126 at a contrast- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ing tempo scheme; and the third from measure 

II 1-49 

50-65 

66-91 

1-23 

24-39 

40-60 

47" 

13" - -  

20" 

54"] 

14" - -  

44" 

III 

127 to measure 154, as a return to the original 
character and tempo. Thus this division dura- 
tionally reflects a miniature representation of 
the general overall form. In addition, the mater- 
ial that now constitutes the middle of the com- 
position (measures 117 to 126) appears as an 
unaltered transposition at the very end (meas- 
ures 214 to 224), creating yet another symmet- 
rical inflection. 

Int~grales, the last of these three works to be 
written, displays this type of design with ut- 
most clarity and consistency. In this work the 
six major subdivisions of the form have been 
carefully defined by terminating gestures in 
which all of the pitched instruments fuse into 
large, emphatic cadences. Again the durational 
relationships existing between the individual 
parts reveal an internal structure which posses- 
ses a high degree of symmetry. The first and last 
sections are of almost identical length, as are 
the second and fifth. The close similarity that 
exists between these four subdivisions suggests 
a possible three-part interpretation of the form 
in which the outermost elements are of almost 

Example  12 

Measures Tempo 

79-92 160 

93-100 160 

101-104 160 

105-116 160 

117-126 S0&74 

127-134 160 

135-143 160 

144-154 160 

Int~grales 

Approximate duration 

15" 

ii" 

5" 

18" 

30" 30" 

i0" ] 

ii" 41" 

20"J 

49" 
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I t  therefore becomes evident  tha t  the numer-  
ous sound-masses wi th in  these three works 
have been ar ranged in  time, not  by t radi t ional  
formal schemes, bu t  by principles bear ing  a 
close relat ionship to those operat ing in  ar- 
chitectural  design. The strategically placed ca- 
dential  points function clearly to ar t iculate 
macro-structures which reflect a strong concern 
for both proportion and symmetry,  and, indeed, 
create a formal s i tuat ion in  which the music can 
be validly interpreted as subdividing an  area of 
dura t ional  space. Thus, the architectural  con- 
cepts responsible for the in i t ia l  creation and 
i n t e r n a l  m a n i p u l a t i o n  of the  sound-object 

manifest  themselves on v i r tua l ly  all  levels of 
Var~se's work. 

The end product of these various factors is a 
music strongly flavored by a desire to create 
new and unique  structures from exist ing musi-  
cal materials .  As such, i t  represents  the strug- 
gle of one individual  to solve the numerous  
problems which faced all composers of the early 
twent ie th  century. Var~se's solution was in- 
spired by the s t ructural  beauty  of another  artis- 
tic discipline and i t  was specifically through his 
real izat ion of archi tectural  concepts tha t  he 
was able to in i t ia te  the development of a new 
type of spatial ly oriented music. 
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The Symbolic and Compositional Language of 
Chinese Percussion Music 

David Mingyue Liang, Professor of Music at the 
University of Maryland Baltimore County, is a 
well-known scholar and performer of Chinese 
music, author of The Chinese Ch'in: Its History 
and Music and the recent Music of the Billion. 
As a composer Liang is active in both Western 
and Chinese music media. His compositions 
have been commissioned by the San Francisco 
Symphony Association, the Canada Council, the 
Guelph Spring Festival, and the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation. 

Percuss ion  Music: Its Meaning  
i n  S o c i e t y  

Percussion music is one of the notable forms of 
Chinese regional  music 1 and represents  a 
socially important convention in the tradi- 
tional setting of rural  communities. The gen- 
eral  Chinese t e rm  for percussion music is 
luogu yue, meaning "gong and drum music" 
(principally percussion music of the non- 
melodic-complex-timbre type). Luogu music 
commemorates occasions in people's lives, such 
as weddings, funerals, festivals, religious holi- 
days (Taoist and Buddhist), official ceremonies 
and large banquets. The festivals that  are 
commonly .celebrated with luogu yue include 
the Dragon Boat Festival (on the lunar calen- 
dar May 5); the welcoming of the New Year 
which is celebrated as the Spring Festival in 
modern China; and the Rice Flower Festival 
(lunar calendar May 6). In these settings, the 
performance of percussion music almost exclu- 
sively takes place outdoors and frequently in a 
procession. 

With the ongoing transition from an agri- 
cultural to an industrial society since the begin- 
ning of the Republic in 1911, the position of 
percussion luogu music has been undergoing 
change. The establishment of the Republic of 
China marked the formal end of the last Qing 
Dynasty in China. The relinquishing of the 
imperial system opened the way to a gradual 
receptivity to foreign ideas and practices in 
government, technology, and the arts. With 
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the influx of new ideas and the exposure to 
different styles, the indigenous arts faced a re- 
evaluation of their old ways and social pres- 
sure for change. The kapetus for change and 
acceptance of Western styles from music to 
dress is particularly evident in the younger 
population and in the urban areas which are 
exposed to frequent outside contact. As old 
ways surrender to the new, what was once 
considered socially significant in music and 
the arts is being confronted by new ideas, 
tastes, and practices. 

Furthermore, oral tradition, of which luogu 
music has always been a part, has been in a 
state of decline for the following reasons. 
First, within the past hundred years, China 
has been a war-torn country having to deal 
with the invasion of Westerners, the Sino- 
Japanese War, and the civil war to establish a 
republic, including the final conflict to estab- 
lish the People's Republic of China. There was 
little time and funds to maintain cultural sta- 
bility, and many of the older generation musi- 
cians were sacrificed, resulting in a loss to the 
arts transmitted through oral means. Today, 
only a handful of older generation musicians 
exist who can recall the luogu tradition, and 
fortunately a few notations exist that  were 
made by musicologists such as Yang Yinliu 
and Gao Hoyung. Second, the performances of 
drum music frequently took place outdoors. 
With the building of many more indoor con- 
cert halls, the loud percussive sounds are not 
ideally suited to the acoustics of these modern 
halls. Moreover, since the middle 1900s, a re- 
fined chamber style and smooth orchestral 
sounds tend to reflect the modern taste. Thus 
the survival of a folk oriented tradition such 
as luogu music is threatened by the spread of 
an industrial and urban type of society. 

It is not surprising, then, that even a person 
who is well-informed about Chinese music in 
general may fail to comprehend the largely 
forgotten repertory of Chinese percussion 
music, except as it appears in the Peking 
opera. An examination of luogu music, its his- 
torical and symbolic importance as well as its 
formal organization, can introduce a broad- 
ened perspective to the world of percussion 

music, and provide insight into a familiar but 
little known area of Chinese music. 
Historical and Symbolic Background 

Percussion instruments are abundant in the 
Chinese ins t rumental  t radit ion and have 
always constituted an important musical ex- 
pression ever since the dawn of Chinese 
culture. By the third century B.C., ancient 
treatises and classics recorded that Chinese 
percussion instruments consisted of a) 30 
kinds of upward and downward facing bells, 
with and without clappers, and bronze drum 
types; b) 7 kinds of stone chimes in a variety of 
shapes; c) 40 kinds of drums, the majority of 
which were barrel-shaped stick drums and 
consorts; and d) 7 kinds of wooden stick in- 
struments. The above instruments were part 
of the royal ritual and ceremonial music or- 
chestra that performed in the imperial court 
functions (Yang 1953: 50-53). The early litera- 
ture also included legends which explained 
the origin of music and instruments. The 
drum, for example, was said to have been in- 
vented by the Yellow Emperor during the 
legendary period, which historians have tradi- 
tionally dated as being about the third millen- 
nium B.C. It was said that the Yellow Emperor 
killed a one-legged mythical kuei monster and 
used its skin to make a drum. The sound of 
this drum could be heard for a distance of 500 
kilometers (in Chinese, li) around. (See chap- 
ter on "Ancient Music" in the Spring and 
Autumn Annal of Lu Bowei.) 

The ancient drum, like the stone chime and 
bronze bell, had a special symbolic association. 
The drum was seen as a kingly figure which 
correlated with its role as conductor in the or- 
chestra. The sound of the drum thus symbolized 
authority and happiness. In the Yi Jing (I 
Ching), the drum is further associated with 
kan, symbolic of water and the abyss. In a 
mythical-religious context, the drum is be- 
lieved to be the only sound that can communi- 
cate to the three worlds-  the earthly spirit, the 
heavenly spirit, and the ghostly (underworld) 
spirit. 

Archaeology in recent times has provided 
other evidence of the existence of percussion 
instruments in ancient China. Percussion in- 
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struments dating from before the third century 
B.C. have been excavated from royal burial 
sites. Among the notable artifacts are numer- 
ous sets of bronze bells (3-64 bells per set), stone 
chimes (3-32 chimes per set), and a bronze drum 
dating from about the fifteenth century B.C. As 
far as has been determined, the tonal arrange- 
ments of the bell sets range from 3 to 12 pitches. 
An early wooden frame of a drum has been dated 
from about the sixth century B.C. It is interest- 
ing to note that this surviving drum skeleton 
suggests that the drums of contemporary China 
(as well as those of East Asia and Tibet) are 
almost identical in construction to that ancient 
drum. That is, the barrel shape (either narrow 
or wide-bodied) with skin nailed to the wooden 
drum box has remained constant for over the 
past 2,500 years. 

In spite of the great wealth of written docu- 
ments describing percussion instruments and 
the archaeological evidence, we have no con- 
crete idea of the sound of early percussion 
music. This is due mainly to the lack of a written 
notation. The earliest actual percussion music 
notation comes from the Ming Dynasty (1368- 
1628), from the percussion parts of the Confu- 
cian temple music notation. In the remainder 
of the article, we shall examine percussion 
music of the folk tradition, that is, non-court 
and non-literary class music, in the modern 
period. 
General Characterist ics  of  Luogu Yue 

Luogu yue is performed independently and 
also as an accompaniment  to dramatic  and 
choreographic stage productions. The indepen- 
dently performed luogu music is organized into 
a formal structure known as the taoqu cycle. 
This cycle consists of many kinds of variations 
organized by unique, culturally-defined (music 
created in a folk tradition vs. individual crea- 
tions) concepts and techniques (to be further 
discussed) which are unfamiliar to other re- 
gional ensemble genres. 

The independently performed luogu yue is, 
strictly speaking, not considered to be concert 
music. It is incidental or occasional music that 
is performed for private or public celebrations 
as noted earlier, including a birthday celebra- 
tion, the promotion of a high official, or the open- 

ing of a variety show or operatic performance. 
These luogu yue performances have considera- 
ble socio-aesthetic meanings: 1) the loud sound 
scares away the evil spirit, thus opening the 
way for prosperity; 2) the loud sound can 
heighten the emotion of a given event and call 
attention to it; 3) the drawing of a large crowd, 
even neighborhood by-standers, reflects the 
prestige of the sponsor of the event; and 4) the 
ability to afford luogu musicians indicates 
wealth and establishment. 

Different combinations of luogu instrumen- 
tation accompany a variety of regional operas, 
notably Peking Opera. Luogu ensembles also 
accompany choreographic performances in- 
cluding festive, folk dances and acrobatics such 
as the lion, dragon, and rice planting dances. 
The reader may recall the many lion dances 
accompanied by percussion luogu music that 
have been performed in the Chinatowns of 
North America, especially during the New Year 
Festival, national holidays, or even for the 
grand openings of shops. 

The instrumentation of the percussion luogu 
music, regardless of regional styles or occa- 
sions, basically consists of the types of instru- 
ments described below. 
I. Wooden/bambo idiophones 

A. Wooden/bambo clappers-paiban 
B. Temple blocks called "wooden fish" - 

muyu, most of which are single 
C. Wooden/bamboo block consorts - name 

varies from one region to another, but 
many are examples prevalent in Can- 
tonese Yueju Opera 

D. Paired wooden/bamboo sticks - banzi 
II. Gong family (varying in pitch and size) 

A. Rising-pitched small gong-xiaoluo, per- 
formed almost exclusively in operatic 
ensembles 

B. Falling-pitched large gong in different 
sizes and thicknesses - generally known 
as daluo, but has different names in differ- 
ent regions. (The smaller and thicker gongs 
have limited falling pitch distinction.) 

HI. Paired cymbal family in small, medium, 
and large sizes- ba, the smaller the cymbal 
size the correspondingly thicker it becomes 

IV. Single-framed and double-framed stick 
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drums (hard or soft; mallets) 
A. Single-framed drum popularly known as 

the conductor drum - danpi gu 
B. Double-framed, barrel-shaped drum 

(either wide or narrow body) - g u  
These four types of ins t ruments -  wooden/bam- 
boo idiophones, gongs, cymbals, and drums - 
are the primary components ofluogu yue. Their 
musical distinction and participation will be 
discussed in the following sections under the 
sub-headings of the independent and accom- 
paniment (particularly for dramatic stage per- 
formances) styles of luogu yue. 

On Independent  Luogu Ensemble  
Among the many geographic regions of China 

there are a number of independent luogu en- 
semble styles. Some of the better known styles 
are: a) "Ten Var ia t ions  of Pure  Gongs and 

Drums" (Shifan qing luogu) of J iangsu and 
Zhejiang Provinces; b) "Ten Sets of Scenery" 
(Shiyang jing) of Hunan  and Shanxi Provinces; 
c) "New Year Celebration Gongs and Drums" 
(Naonian luogu) and' 'Flower Gongs and Drums" 
(Hua luogu) of Sichuan Province; and d) "Melon 
Hitting Gathering" (Dagua she) of Shaanxi Pro- 
vince. In this article we shall examine the first 
of the above-mentioned popular styles, Shifan 
qing luogu, as an example of the independent 
luogu ensemble music (see map). 

The organological and performing distinctions 
of these instruments played either singly or 
simultaneously in compound attacks can pro- 
duce a wide range of timbres, dynamics, and 
rhythms, which are evident in both the inde- 
pendent and accompaniment (to melodic instru- 
ments, especially in dramatic productions) 

Map shows sites of examples of Luogu ensemble styles. 

Sichuan 
C 

Regions A: Shifan Qing Luogu 
Regions B: Shiyang Jing 
Region C: Naonian Luogu 

and Hua Luogu 
Region D: Dagua She 
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styles ofluogu yue. The former occurrence as an 
independent composition, however, offers the 
richest display of the Chinese percussive vocab- 
ulary, and will be the main focus of the remain- 
ing examination. 

The Shifan Qing Luogu Style 
( "Ten  V a r i a t i o n s  o f  Pure 

Gongs and Drums") 
Shifan qing luogu belongs to the larger class 

ofshifan luogu (translated as "ten variations of 
gongs and drums") repertory. This repertory is 
part of the regional percussion music especially 
from the southern part of Jiangsu Province, 
which particularly flourished in Suzhou and 
Wuxi cities. The origin of this folk percussive 
music is unknown; but the practice of shifan 
music was already recorded in the late seven- 
teenth century book, Banqiao Zhaji (Miscel- 
laneous Notes on Banqiao), written by Yu Huai 
(b. 1616). From these notes we realize tha t  
shifan music was then popular as entertain- 
ment music within the commercial Qinghuai 
River area in Nanjing City. 

Shifan luogu music embodies two types of in- 
strumentations: a) an ensemble of non-melodic 
percussive instruments combined with melodic 
instruments that feature such soloist instru- 
ments as the double reed so na (conical flute) 
and transverse di zi (bamboo flute), etc.; and b) 
an ensemble consisting entirely of non-melodic 
percussive instruments. In other words, shifan 
luogu is performed by either melodic instru- 
ments with percussive accompaniment, or just 
percussion instruments. The latter mentioned 
purely percussive instrumentation is, however, 
most characteristic of the shifan luogu genre 
and is referred to as shifan qing luogu or simply 
qing luogu. The addition of the qing term calls 
attention to the "pure" usage of percussion types 
of instruments. 

The instrumentation of shifan qing luogu, or 
"ten variations of pure gongs and drums," in- 
clude: paired wooden clappers, paiban; small 
wooden temple blocks, muyu; paired bronze 
plates, shuang qing; large barrelled, double- 
framed drum, tunggu; single-framed drum, 
bangu, gong consort in six sizes, luo; and paired 
cymbals in three sizes, ba. In performance, the 
individual characteristics of each percussive in- 

strument are fully explored, resulting in a rich 
diversity of changing rhythmic patterns, rela- 
tive high and low pitch manipulations, and a 
wide timbral range. 

The formal structure of shifan qing luogu 
music (hereinafter referred to as SFQLG) is a 
cycle of variations and pre-composed labelled 
pieces, occasionally with some added material. 
The individual parts, many of which have the 
appearance of short, independent pieces, number 
anywhere from ten to twenty-eight per compo- 
sition. Each SFQLG composition characteristi- 
cally contains at least one or, more often, two 
sets of four variations each in a certain pre- 
scribed format. (See diagram in Chart I.) These 
variations are generally called bian or fan and 
can be translated as "variation." The criterion 
for the first set of bian is that each variation is 
preceded by a prefixing section called hetou 
(meaning "refrain head") and followed by a 
suffixing section called hewei (meaning "refrain 
tail"). Following this tail, and inserted in be- 
tween variations, is a bridge that consists of a 
brief, labelled percussion piece (to be discussed 
in detail later). With the occurrence of the sec- 
ond set of four bian only the bridge section is 
added without either prefixing or suffixing ma- 
terial. The bian structure is not only integral to 
SFQLG music, but functions as the core struc- 
tural material for other types of regional per- 
cussion music as well. The bian and fan are just 
two of the well-known terms for a variation style; 
there are other terms to designate the variation 
technique in other regions. For example, the 
term for variation as used in Sichuan percus- 
sion music is huan and in Shaanxi it is lian. 

The SFQLG composition generally has four 
large divisions with tempo demarcations as 
shown in the following list. The bian variations 
occur in parts two and three. 

Part I. Introduction in moderate tempo / 
2-4 labelled pieces 

Part II. Composition proper - first set of 
bian variations in slow tempo 

Part III. Second set of bian variat ions in 
moderate tempo 

Part IV. Closing section in fast tempo / 2-3 
labelled pieces 

The term "labelled" percussion piece needs 
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From I n t r o . ~  Hetou 
Refrail 

ofSFQLG 1 Head 
Refrain 

C 
Bian II Var. 1 

I Bian II Var. 2 

I Bian II  Var. 3 

I Bian II Vat. 4 

Chart I 
Diagram of Bian Section of SFQLG 

I BianIVar'l ~ ~  

~ !  Bian I Var. 2 Hewei 
Refrain 

Bian I Var. 3 Tail 

Bian I Vat. 4 

Return to Hetou and 
next Bian I variation, 
or, if completed, then 
to Bian II, or if  no 
Bian II, then to clos- 
ing section of SFQLG 

I To Closing ?.on I 

j . . . .  \ 

~ Labelled Piece .) 

~ -  to Var. 2 -~  

to Var. 3 

Section 

some explanation. A "labelled" piece, or paizi, 
refers to a brief work, either for a melodic (vocal 
and/or instrumental  music) or a non-melodic 
percussion genre that  is identified by a given 
label or title. I t  is an orally transmitted compo- 
sition, usually anonymous, that  has pre-existed 
for decades and even centuries. A "labelled" 
piece is one that  is widely known and functions 
as a common "stock melody," which is incorpo- 
rated into a variety of compositions from differ- 
ent genres. Such a piece is usually associated 
with a particular situation, such as a funeral, 
banquet, dance, religious, or mili tary occasion, 
so that  a listener may be able to distinguish the 
s i tuat ion by hear ing  its musica l  "signal." In  

addition to this type of programmatic coding, 
"labelled" music also refers to pre-existing 
rhythmic profiles that  are incorporated into 
larger compositions. I t  is significant to note that  
in the traditional compositional process of the 
folk regional music genre (as in SFQLG), artis- 
t ry is defined by arranging pre-existing mater- 
ial  (using labelled music), r a t he r  t han  by 
composing a totally new composition. Rather 
than a totally original compositional process, 
the creative aspects of this music are in the 
arranging of already pre-existing material.  

The Bian "Variat ions" o f  SFQLG 
Aside from the inclusion of labelled music, 

the heart  of the SFQLG music remains the bian 
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Chart II 
The Main  Onomatopoeic Syl lables  and Techniques of the  SFQLG Ensemble* 

8. Xiluo/happy gong center  s t roke Ne 
214.5 mm. d iamete r  

9. Neluo/inside gong center  s t roke Ne 
197.5 mm. d iamete r  

10. Chunluo/spring gong center  s t roke Da 
158.5 mm. d iamete r  

11. Tangluo/soup gong center  s t roke Tang 
106 ram. d iamete r  

12. Qiba/paired cymbal  open sound Qi 
270 mm. d iamete r  closed sound Ju 

13. Daba/paired cymbal  open sound Pu 
320 mm. d i ame te r  closed sound Po 

14. Xiaoba/paired cymbal  open sound Che 
148 mm. d iamete r  closed sound Ju 

*(From Yang  1980:4 wi th  modification by  author)  

1. Paiban/clapper bea t  two wooden s labs Sho 

2. Muyu/temple block use one wooden bea t e r  Ge 
single s t roke  or rol l  

3. Shuangqing/metal c l a p  p la tes  or bea t  wi th  Xing 
pla tes  st ick 

4. Tonggu/large bar re l  center,  h e a v y  s t roke Tong 
drum-2 soft ma l l e t s  center,  1 or more Lung 
493 mm. membrane  l igh t  s t rokes  

side, heavy  s t roke Dang 
side, 1 or more  
l ight  s t rokes  Lang 
center  or side rol l  De-er, er 
res t  or l igh t  touch Yi 

5. Bangu/clapper drum center,  heavy  s t roke Do 
2 st icks center,  1 or more  Lo 
140 mm. membrane  l igh t  s t rokes  
265 mm. f rame side, heavy  s t roke Za 

side, I or more La 
l ight  s t rokes  
center  or side rol l  De-er 
res t  or l ight  touch Yi 

6. Daluo/big gong center,  heavy  s t roke Zhang 
I soft ma l l e t  be tween center-side s t roke Jing 
369.4 mm. d iamete r  side s t roke Zheng 

7. Zhongluo/medium center  s t roke Wang 
gong between center-side s t roke Jing 
320 mm. d iamete r  side s t roke Zheng 
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or variation style. The bian concept is mainly 
based on timbral, rhythmic, and dynamic cri- 
teria, as determined by the individual charac- 
teristics of the given instrument and its playing 
techniques: single and compound attacks, and 
the manner and position for executing the 
sounds. The instrumentation of the SFQLG 
music can directly produce some 31 distinctive 
sounds by manipulat ion of the playing tech- 
niques. Each execution on a given percussion 
instrument is identified with an onomatopoeic 
descriptive syllable (see Chart II). 

In addition to the syllables given for single 
attack sounds, other onomatopes are used to 
indicate compound attacks performed by two or 
more instruments (see Example 1). There is 
some overlapping usage of the same onomatope 
for different functions, but normally for instru- 
ments within the same family, such as the 
"zheng" syllable to designate the daluo and 
zhongluo gongs. This does not seem to pose a 
problem for the performer for the reasons that: 
1) onomatopes are mnemonic aids and are used 
in conjunction with the direct oral transference 
of the performing techniques; 2) the instrumen- 
tat ion for a piece or section is t radi t ional ly 
pre-determined; and 3) a single performer is 
usually in charge of the instruments within a 
family group. 

The onomatopoeic syllables function as an 
oral, descriptive notation. This descriptive no- 
tation prescribes the playing technique, in- 
strumentation, and to a lesser extent the 
rhythm all in one linear form. Example 1 is a 
transcription of the prefix section before a vari- 
ation, previously described as a head refrain or 
hetou in the SFQLG style. The onomatopes for 
this compositional section appear on line G and 
include some of those listed in Chart II as well 
as syllables not listed, such as "chang" to indi- 
cate a compound attack. Within the first four 
syllables, "sho-ge-sho-za," three instruments 
and their manner of performance are indicated: 
a) "sho" represents the single attack on the 
paiban clapper; b) "ge" represents a repeated 
attack (roll) on the muyu wooden temple block; 
and c) "za" represents the heavy side stroke on 
the bangu clapper drum. These four syllables 
of the G line, all of which have been memorized 

bythe percussionists, form the rhythmic pattern. 
One notices the timbral changes brought 

about by slightly varying the manner of per- 
forming within the same instrument as the "Z" 
and "J" sounds on the large falling-pitched 
gong, or by using the same technique on differ- 
ent sizes of the same instrument, such as the 
closed "C" and "P" sounds on the paired cym- 
bals. In addition to the timbre of the single in- 
struments, the "head refrain" is a good example 
of the variety of single and compound attacks 
that generally characterize all the suffixing and 
prefixing refrain pieces, that  is, head and tail 
sections. It should be pointed out that  the use 
of onomatopoeic practice applies to all non- 
melodic percussion music in China. Depending 
on the region and the different types of in- 
strumentation prevailing, other than those dis- 
cussed here for the SFQLG repertory, different 
syllables may be evident even for the same 
instrument. 

T h e  R h y t h m i c  M o d u l e  o f  B i a n  
The timbre and dynamics in the bian or vari- 

ation section itself of the SFQLG repertory are 
organized through rhythmic modules. A rhyth- 
mic module is formed by a number of attacks 
from one through ten. The attack and module 
structure may appear in transcribed notation 
to be similar to meter divisions; however, it is 
not conceived as such in its cultural context. 
The duration between attacks is conceived only 
in terms of long and short spaces, and a non- 
voiced at tack "beat" is as important  as the 
voiced attack. Four of the more common types 
of rhythmic modules and their translation to 
notational symbols are: a) one attack / J, b) three 
attacks / ~ J ,  c) five attacks / ~ J ,  and d) 
seven attacks / ~ . ~ . ~ J .  The above modules 
have the appearance ofl/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 meter 
divisions respectively. The single attack defini- 
tion, however, is still the basis of the rhythmic 
concept. Moreover, the duration between eighth 
notes, for example, may not necessarily be 
equal since equal distribution based on rhyth- 
mic reference, in this case, is foreign to the 
rhythmic tradition. This 1 -  3 -  5 -  7 attack con- 
cept and, to a lesser degree, the series of even 
numbered attacks are the basic rhythmic mod- 
ular practice in Chinese percussion music. Even 
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Example 1: "Head Refrain" (Hetou) of a SFQLG Composition 

~= 84 

A 

7:J 

I i i i i i i l i  

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

--4 

----4 

sho-ge sho-fa chang chang sho-ge 

I 

sho-zheng yi-chint chang sho 

d 

chang sho xing-tang tang-zheng 
xing-ge yi-ching 

Explanation of Symbols and Instrumentation 

chang chang chang yi-ching chang 
yi-zheng 

f 
a = clapper drum, heavy 

side stroke 

t = paired clapper 
Line A 1 = wooden temple block 

D = large barreled-drum, 
center, loud stroke 

Line B ~ -  x = paired bronze plate 
3 _  t = small even-pitched gong 

c = large paired cymbal 
closed sound 

Line C 5 = medium paired cymbal 

p = small paired cymbal 
closed sound 

Line D < 7 -  N = large, rising- 
pitched gong 

Line E <jr-  q = large paired cymbal 
open sound 

f K = large falling-pitched 
gong 

Z = large falling-pitched 
Line F gong, rim stroke 

J = large falling-pitched 
gong, between rim 
and center stroke 

Line G < 7 -  0nomatopes for single 
and compound attack sounds 

(based on Yang 1980:210, notation modified by author) 
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the dynamic concept is closely related to the odd 
and even numbered  modular  practice. In  odd 
numbered  modules, for example, the correla- 
t ion of dynamics is as follows: a) one at tack / 
single strong beat; b) three attacks / strong (S) 

- medium (M) - strong (S); c) five attacks / S - 
M - weak or empty (W) - M - S; and d) seven 
attacks / S - M - W - M - W - M - S. 

T h e  G r a p h i c  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  
Here, "graphic representat ions" do not  imply 

some wr i t ten  nota t ion on paper (or on other 
material) ,  bu t  menta l  visual  concepts of the 
various rhythmic shapes which exist purely in  
the mind  of the practicing musician.  

The 1 - 3 - 5 - 7 a t tack concept and  rhythmic  
modules only represent; the fundamenta l  ele- 
ments  of the rhythmic  language  in  percussion 
music. In  the "gong and drum" var ia t ion  for- 
mat,  the syntactical  organizat ion of rhy thm and 
the temporal modulation are dictated by graphic 
representations.  There are four such basic 
graphic s tructures tha t  ~brm modular  rhythmic  
compositions (see CharL III): a) 1 - 3 - 5 - 7 
pagoda or pyramid representat ion;  b) 7 - 5 - 3 
- 1 screw or univalve  representat ion;  c) 1 - 3 - 
5 - 7 - 5 - 3 - 1  olive or diamond representat ion;  
and d) 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 square representat ion.  Rep- 

resentat ions  are sometimes formed by other 
mult i -combinat ions of rhythmic  modules as in  
1 - 7 - 1 - 5 - 3 - 3, or by omit t ing  a rhythmic  
module from the first three types of representa-  
t ions mentioned,  tha t  is, the pagoda, screw, and 
olive. In  addit ion to the above-mentioned mod- 
u la r  compositions formed by the 1 - 3 - 5 - 7 
p r i m a r y  module  types,  the  e v e n - n u m b e r e d  
at tack modules, 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 are also used 
to form distinct graphic s tructures leading to 
modular  rhythmic compositions. 

In  the SFQLG style var ia t ions  are organized 
by a) changing or combining different graphic 
representat ions,  b) changing the t imbra l  at tack 
( ins t rumentat ion)  while m a i n t a i n i n g  the mod- 
u la r  rhythmic  composition, and  c) adding a set 
refrain-l ike rhythmic  pat tern.  This t radi t ion of 
var ia t ion  in  SFQLG music, some hundred  years 
old, is preserved in  a n u m b e r  of labelled percus- 
sion pieces still being practiced. Dozens of label- 
led percussion music pieces remain,  each hav- 
ing its own unique  graphic, modular  s t ructure 
and form. These well-identified labelled tunes  
with their  distinct rhythmic  s t ructure  take the 
place of a wr i t ten  score. The choice of number  
or type of labelled pieces and  their  order are 
determined by the band  leader. The specific re- 

3 s 

J J 7. ,J J 7 J 1 

Pagoda Shape Univalve Shape 

C h a r t  I I I  
Rhythmic Graphic Representat ions 

J 1 

3 

J >J ,J J 7 

J J TJ J 5 

• 3 

J 1 

Olive Shape 

.h. J 3 

Squared Shape 
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PartI.  

Part  II. 

PartIII.  

C h a r t  I V  

General Structure for Shebaliusier ("10-8-6-4-2") 
(A Cycle of Twenty-Eight Labelled Pieces) 

Introduction 

Primary B ian 
Set of 4 Variations with 
Prefix, Suffix and Bridge 
SectionsAdded 

ModerateTempo Labelled Pieces 1 - 4 

Secondary B ian 
Set of 4 Variations 

Slow Tempo Labelled Pieces 5 - 20 

PartIV. Closing 

Moderate Tempo Labelled Pieces 21 - 24 

FastTempo Labelled Pieces 25- 28 

pertory and length are further determined by 
the occasion and amount being paid. The higher 
the position of the official requesting the perfor- 
mance and the greater the performance fee, the 
greater  the amount  of labelled pieces being 
performed. 

O n  " T e n - E i g h t - S i x - F o u r - T w o "  
A closer view of the application of the graphic 

representations and other bian variational de- 
vices can be gained in an analysis of the 
Shebaliusier, one of the better known composi- 
tions of the SFQLG repertory. The title in trans- 
lation is "Ten-eight-six-four-two'; the meaning 
of this name will become clearer in the later 
discussion. As Chart IV shows, the composition 
consists of a cycle 2 of twenty-eight pieces, which 
are divided into four tempo divisions in keeping 
with the general characteristics of SFQLG. It 
is worth mentioning that the first four pieces of 
the introduction section are not exclusive to this 
composition but are rather general introductory 
material for most SFQLG works. The first piece 
especially can be called the general opening 
piece for all regional percussion ensemble 
music. It is called Ji j i  fan ("Rapid Wind") and 
its main purpose, as its name may imply, is to 
tell the audience that the performance is begin- 

ning. The fourth piece in the first section is a 
labelled piece called Zi zhou ma or"Light Horse 
Galloping," which acts particularly to bridge the 
introduction to the mainbody of the composition. 

Part II, the composition proper, consists of a 
set of four bian "variations" with added prefix- 
ing, suffixing, and bridging sections. The same 
labelled piece, "Light Horse Galloping" (piece 
four), that bridges the introduction to the vari- 
ations also functions as a bridge between the 
variations. The rhythmic modular structure of 
the bian variations gives the piece its title, "10 
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2." The even numbered attack 
modules are unusual in that the rhythmic- 
timbral-dynamic modules of the SFQLG reper- 
tory are essentially based on the 7 - 5 - 3 - 1 
attack framework. Example 2 shows the four 
bian variations in notation, without the prefix- 
ing "head refrain" and suffixing "tail refrain" 
sections. The head refrain is shown in Example 
1. The notation in Example 2 indicates seven 
distinctive timbres produced by five types of in- 
struments. Note the decreasing sequence of at- 
tacks: a) 10 attacks (bars 1 and 2); b) 8 attacks 
(bars 3 and 4); c) 6 attacks (bars 5 and 6); d) 4 
attacks (bars 7 and 8); and e) 2 attacks (bars 9 
and 10). This rhythmic composition is based on 
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E x a m p l e  2: Four Bian  Variations of "Ten-Eight-Six-Four-Two" 

V a t .  I 

Zh 

Z 
J 
N 
T 

W 

Var. II  
Q 

3 4 5 

J m .  J~ ~J 

A J  I ]  A 

J ]'-'] . ~J 

Zh 
Z 

J 

N 
T 

W 

A 
w J  

, 4 , 7 ]  MKd w 

Var. III  
Q 

j j i , . ] .  ~ j  

Zh 

Z 

J 

N 
T 

W 

Q 

Zh 

Z 

J 

N 

T 
W 

Vat. IV  

A A J-3 A 

J'~j .J'~. ~.  ~J 

J _!-] o ~ .  ~J 
A J " ]  ~ ,  F v 

J _1"]. _h J 
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JJ  
A ~ A 

7 8 

A A A  
r ~ ~z2  

J n J  

1 0  

J A  

Q = Pa i red  cymbal,  open sound 

Zh = Large  gong, heavy  center  s t roke 

Z = Large  gong, side s t roke 

J = Large  gong, be tween center  

and  side s t roke 

N = Happy  gong, center  s t roke 

T = Drum,  center  s t roke 

W = Medium gong, center  s t roke 

A 2x A 

J J-'7 J 

A A A  
f w 

J 

JJ 

J A  
w 

A A 
k ~  

j j i ] j  

A A A  J A 

J 

J J 

(General ly,  i n s t rumen t s  Q, N, T, and W are  each performed by a s ingle person, and  Zh, Z, and J 
a re  performed by one person, depending upon the  performers  avai lable . )  

* or circled notes = Mul t i - a t t ack  of percussions Q, Zh, 
N, T and W s imul taneous ly  as indica ted  by bea t  wi th  * 
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,4 
E x a m p l e  3: Y u  h e  b a  ("Fish Unite Eight") Z I  
Bianl ~ / ~ e ~ l  @ 

L_q L._q q L g  s Z Z 

___  L__ ~ _ g  s Z Z 

B i a n  2 ~ n 
~.!~ ,__n n z I ~ s Z Z 

• 3 ' t  t I L g  s Z Z 

z z ~ z ~ z z ~ s Z Z Z z z Z 

Bian3 ~ t t ~ t  ~ t  t s g s Z Z 

• ~_w w I s ~  s Z Z 

~ ~ n  q I L g s Z Z  
I s g  s Z Z Z z z 

Bian4 ~ w  w 7 w 7 w w I ~ s Z Z 

L q  L_q q - -  I ~ s Z Z 

~ n n n I £__g s Z Z 

Bian 1 ~ - -  
(In s ta f f  ~ t  / z z 7 z 7 z z L g  s Z Z Z z z Z 
nota t ion)  / 

~.~_J J J ~ J 7 1 , . ~ , _ ~ J ~ P _ . J  .J J J J J . 

q = Paired cymbal, open sound w = Medium gong, center stroke 
n = Happy gong, center stroke s = Paired clapper 
t = Drum, center stroke g = Temple block (wooden fish) 
z = Clapper drum, heavy side stroke Z = Tutti, compound attack of all instruments being performed 

Z z z Z I 

zl 
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the screw or univalve graphic representation as 
shown below. 

~ J ~ v ~  v~ J 10 attacks 

~ ~  8 attacks 

~ 7 ~  6 attacks 

~ J 4 attacks 

J 2 attacks 

The decreasing attacks can be compared to the 
meter  forms: 6/4, 5/4, 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4, although 
this recognition is one of similarity and not of 
equivalent concepts. The variation concept is 
applied timbrally in that  the instrumentation 
for the f irst  of each paired a t t ack  module is 
changed. The t imbral form for each bian vari- 
ation can be seen as A - B -  C - B - D - B - E - B  

- F - B. The B module maintains a compound 
instrumental color made up of all seven perform- 
ing instruments. 

Part  III  contains the second set of bian vari- 
ations that  is popularly known as Yu  he ba 
("Fish Unite Eight"). This labelled piece is one 
of the most well-known in the SFQLG repertory 
and derives its name form the muyu, wooden 

fish percussion instrument. This instrument 
that is represented by "g~' in the graphic analysis 
of Y u  he ba (see Example 3) acts as a unifying 
sound for all eight of the at tack sounds. The 
graphic analysis further defines the three types 
of graphic representations found in Y u  he ba, 
that  is, the screw (as in modules 1, 3, 5, and 7), 
the golden pagoda (as in modules a, b, c, d), and 
the square (as the modules 2, 4, 6, and 8). The 
las t  four a t tacks  of each bian function as a 
cadence. Although the attack structure of the 
four sets ofbian remain unchanged, the timbres 
of the screw and pagoda graphic representations 
are constantly varied from one bian to another. 
While the screw and pagoda modules represent 
dynamic elements of rhythm and color, the 
square module represents the static elements 
of rhythm and color. This juxtaposition of the 
dynamic and static manifestations give the per- 
formance a lively touch which is an important 
characteristic of this type SFQLG music. 

In Part  IV, the last three labelled pieces are 
standard closing pieces which could be used in 
any SFQLG composition. The "Rapid Wind" 
labelled piece that  was used in the introduction 
of this composition occurs here again but in a 
faster tempo. The shell and olive rhythmic 
graphic representations form the structural 
core for other pieces in this section. 

The single framed bangu clapper drum is shown on 
the left, with a pai ban clapper also on the drum 
stand. A Tong gu barrel drum is shown at the right. 

Three Chinese gongs - da luo gong (right), xiao luo 
or xi luo gong (lower left), and tongluo gong 
(upper left). 
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Three sizes ofba paired cymbals and ling cup bell 
(lower right). 

Double framed Gu drum. 

A Shang Dynasty Duo-zhong bell An operatic paiban clapper. 
(ca. 14th century B. C.). 

A Ge-qing stone chime to 
accompany songs. 

S u m m a r y  
The compositional process of SFQLG and of 

luogu compositions in general has been created 
as a result of oral tradition. In the absence of a 
written notational system, the codification and 
structural  elements are symbolically repre- 
sented through pre-existing labelled composi- 
tions, by mental  graphic representations and 
through the numerical modular conceptions. 
By means of a combined and holistic function- 
ing of these symbolic langnages, including the 
linear onomatopoeic verbalization, a luogu com- 
position is realized. 

The rhythmic concept of the SFQLG composi- 

tion may not be complex in comparison to other 
percussion musics of the world. However, the 
variational technique of the bian or fan struc- 
ture implies a poly-chronomic concept in which 
each attack can exist independently without 
having to be temporally sequential and that  a 
single rhythmic module can be varied by tim- 
bral modulation. As a result, the temporal sen- 
sation is being modified and transformed by 
timbral and dynamic alterations. This charac- 
teristic may manifest one of the most signifi- 
cant traits of Chinese percussion and its 
rhythmic conceptualization. 

The most extraordinary aspect ofa luogu com- 
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I V 

A Yun-luo, cloud cymbal in a set often. Different sizes of Chinese drums. 

position is perhaps the manifes ta t ion  of graphic 
representat ions.  Al though the vocabulary of 
t radi t ional  pa t te rns  is l imited (which is perhaps 
a r equ i remen t  of its oral heritage),  this applied 

concept as well  as other  recrea t ive  aspects of 
Chinese percussion music may  well  present  
creat ive ideas for contemporary composers of 
percussion music. 

Footnotes  
IThe terms regional, traditional, and folk have 
specific usage in reference to Chinese music. Regional 
music refers to a geographical location such as a dis- 
trict or combination of several districts which share 
common musical styles and practices. This term usu- 
ally refers to instrumental or operatic music. Tradi- 
tional, on the other hand, refers to music that is older 
and identified to the mainstreams of the music past. 
It could exist in written or oral form but anonymously 
derived, such as a Ming Dynasty traditional melody. 
Last, the folk term has narrow implications and 
primarily refers to anonymous songs of a given loca- 

tion. Folk is further used to refer to songs and music 
of the national minority people, as the mountain sub- 
cultures, as well as to work and agricultural songs. 

2The term cycle is a translation of the Chinese term 
tao, and is only a descriptive nomenclature rather 
than equivalent terminology. A tao consists of a 
number of short labelled pieces that are strung to- 
gether. The title ofa tao composition frequently indi- 
cates the organizing device that ties the individual 
pieces together. This tao form is used in non-melodic 
percussion music as well as in melodic (instrumental) 
ensemble music. 
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Scribing Sound 

Sylvia Smith, curator, is the owner and editor 
of Smith Publications (ASCAP) and Sonic Art  
Editions (B MI). Her articles on new music nota- 
tions have appeared in Perspectives of New 
Music, Percussive Notes Research Edition and 
Sonus. She has served as consultant for notation 
exhibits throughout the United States. Sylvia 
Smith is co-chair of the PAS  notation research 
committee. 

Copyright 1984, Sylvia Smith. Reprinted from Sonus, A Journal of 
Investigations into Global Musical Possibilities. 

An exhibition of  music 
notations (1952-1984) 

SCRIBING SOUND, an exhibition of music 
notations, was a featured part of the 1984 New 
Music America Festival.. This collection of 
notational inventions from the past 35 years 
was on display in the Real Art Ways Gallery 
in Hartford, Connecticut, July 2 to July 15. The 
sixty-five notational examples show the wide 
variety of departures from "traditional" nota- 
tion. But more importantly, this collection of 
scores is a vehicle for developing a heightened 
critical awareness of the nature, function, and 
definition of notation. 

SCRIBING SOUND distinguishes itself by 
what is not included in the collection. The 
curator makes a distinction between (post- 
scriptive) documentation and (pre-scriptive) 
notation. Videos, recordings, and photographs 
that preserve a work by documenting it, how- 
ever historically important it may be, are 
excluded from this exhibit. Documents are sim- 
ply records of past events; no further musical 
interpretat ion is possible. (Pre-scriptive) 
notation, on the other hand, always requires 
reinterpretation. 

Notation is defined by its function and not 
by its appearance. Also excluded from the 
exhibit are visual cues for tape and instrument 
coordinations where the notational devices of 
the tape part are merely visual post-scriptions. 
These "tape notations" are sometimes mistaken 
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for graphic notation because of their  pictorial 
and/or unusual-looking graphics. But they 
function as visual cueing devices and not as 
notation. They are simply after-the-fact draw- 
ings to aid in the coordinat ion be tween the 
performer(s) and the tape part.  

Again, notation is defined by its function and 
not by its appearance. The fact tha t  a note-head 
may be replaced.by a bird or a rose does not 
change its essential function. A staff drawn in 
a curve or a circle or a heart-shape is not differ- 
ent in function from a staff drawn in s t raight  
lines. However clever and enter taining these 
"augenmusik" scores may be, if  examined from 
a functional point of view they are considered 
"traditional" notation. Such calligraphic em- 
bellishments may give subtle inflection to the 
interpretat ion of the notation, but  are not an 
integral  part  of the notational system itself. 
SCRIBING SOUND is not a display of notational 
calligraphy, but  an exhibition of new notational 
systems. 

Stated once again, notation is defined by its 
function and not by its appearance. Also 
excluded from the SCRIBING SOUND collec- 
tion are notational symbols used as the subject- 
mat ter  for a drawing or graphic design. For 
example, a drawing or painting of a quarter- 
note rest is no more a music notation than a 
drawing of a piano or a vase of flowers. Simi- 
larly, clever designs made by arranging eighth- 
notes in a decorative way on the page are not 
notations either. Experiments of this kind are 
certainly valuable and can lead to interest ing 
musical results. 

But the fact tha t  one can get novel musical 
resul ts  from a score does not au tomat ica l ly  
validate i t  as notational invention. Notation, 
performance skill, and musical results are not 
always inseparable. Evaluat ing the strength of 
the notation is a different mat ter  from judging 
the music tha t  results from it. 

With the increased interest  in exhibiting 
"graphic scores," some composers have gratui- 
tously added visual elements, like color, which 
have no notative function. In new notations, 
color often does have a t ruly notative function, 
but not always. To avoid a possible misunder- 
standing, there is nothing wrong with decorat- 

ing one's score, or embellishing i t  visually in 
any variety of ways. But these visual elements 
should not be confused with notation, any more 
than are glossy paper or a cardboard cover. The 
examples selected for the SCRIBING SOUND 
exhibit use color as par t  of the essential notative 
system and not just  to decorate the score. 

Another issue that  is raised from the visual 
ar t  t radit ion is tha t  of showing the original 
hand of the artist.  In a visual ar t  exhibit, the 
original carries more information than a repro- 
duction, as the nuances of brush-stroke, exact 
color and texture, and other details are lost 
in reproduction. An exhibit of notations is in- 
volved with a different esthetic. The concept of 
"the original" is less clear. Very often a score 
exists in several forms. There is the composer's 
original manuscript  (which may be barely legi- 
ble), sometimes a copyist is employed, and there 
may be further alterations during publication 
or re-publication. A foreign concept in the visual 
arts tradition, all these forms are notationally 
equivalent. The changes in form - not in nota- 
tion - are for u t i l i ta r ian  reasons - clarity, legi- 
bility, facilitation of page turns, economy. What  
"the original" means, then, in the world of 
music scores, is not always clear; nor is it  neces- 
sari ly preferable to a recopied or published 
version. Very often an enlarged photocopy is 
preferable for a gallery setting than a size that  
was designed for a music stand. 

Considerable historical research has gone 
into the curating process. Featured in SCRIB- 
ING SOUND are the historical landmarks from 
the 1950s in the work of Earle Brown, John 
Cage, and Morton Feldman. These early nota- 
tional experiments opened up new musical and 
notative resources. Earle Brown was among the 
first composers to redefine the relationship 
between composer and performer. Many com- 
monplace notative techniques of the 1980s, 
such as proportional notation, pictorial nota- 
tion, and various forms of musical mobiles, can 
be traced directly to Earle Brown's work. 

In the years since Earle Brown's break- 
through in the early 1950s, there followed a 
proliferation of notational inventions. Many 
of these  invent ions  were or ig ina l  and non- 
derivative. What  was derived from the 1950s 
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was the demonstration tha t  one need not be 
bound by the established notations of the past. 
I t  goes without saying that  musical invention 
and notational invention are not synonymous. 
Very radical musical inventions can be done 
within "traditional" notation or with modifica- 
tions of it. 

The term "graphic notation" has over the 
years solidified into a category or type. A cate- 
gory, by its very nature,  is perceived as a single 
kind or type of which there are numerous exam- 
ples. One of the purposes of SCRIBING SOUND 
is to demonstrate just  how dissimilar from each 
other most new notations are. So diverse and 
dissimilar are these notations and their  musical 
concerns tha t  the category known as "graphic 
notation" is an inappropriate label. Even scores 
tha t  may appear similar  may actually be ex- 
tremely different in their  notative function as 
different notative systems can use the same 
symbols in much the same way tha t  different 
languages can use some of the same letters in 
their  alphabets. What  creates the illusion of a 
category of"graphic notation" is their  common 
departure from "traditional" notation. But here 
the similari ty ends. 

Moreover, the idea that  "traditional" notation 
is a single, fixed system is historically incorrect. 
The very notion of calling a notational system 
"traditional" or "standard" reflects the domin- 
ant cultural and political biases of the times 
rather  than historical :reality. What  is com- 
monly called "traditional" notation includes 
many different notational concepts that  have 
evolved over the centuries as they were needed 
to notate new musical and technical ideas. 

The proliferation and popularity of exhibits 
of "graphic notation" has led some composers 
to copy the surface look of graphic scores to 
such an extent tha t  the "scores" are drawing 
first and notation as an afterthought. Some of 
these composers say that  they want the graphics 
to look good, as if by improving the looks of the 
scores they are improving the musical value 
and/or the notation when in fact they have 
missed the point of notation altogether. The 
strongest notations, from a functional point of 
view, look good only beside the point. They look 
good because their  system or concept is known 
and understood. 

The danger of exhibits of graphic scores 
as visual art is tha t  the curatorial judgments 
tend to by-pass the function of notation. Such 
exhibitors confuse the esthetics of visual ar t  
with notational innovation and effectiveness 
(which may have drawing or paint ing as a 
by-product). Judging the notational worth by 
the esthetics of visual art  gives license to 
amateurs and cheap imitators to get noticed 
for poorly conceived works. The tendency to 
"forgive" poorly conceived works because their  
graphics are so eye-appealing in a gallery set- 
t ing is unfortunate. 

So the question the prospective curator faces 
is: will the cri teria for selection be based on 
notational invention or will i t  be based on visual 
appeal? The true esthetics of new notation lie 
in the interrelationship between how the nota- 
tion works and the look of the score, not in the 
relationship between the look of the score and 
the look of other visual art. 
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Aria (1958) by John Cage 
©196o, Henmar Press. Used by permission of C. F. Peters Corp. 
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ensemble analogue four (19'77) by Herbert Brian 
*~1977, Herbert Br~n. Used by permission. 
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String Quartet (1983) by Christopher Lantz 
,:1983, Christopher Lantz. Used by permission. 
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Coloring Book for the Harpist (1969) by Yehuda Yannay 
o1969, Media Press. Used by permission. 
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FORMAT 2 

Format 2 (1971) by Randolph Coleman 
©1977, Smith Publications. Used by permission. 
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Percussion Loops (1973) by RobertErickson 
©1984, Sonic Art Editious. Used by t~rmission. 
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December 1952 (1952) by Earle Brown 
"~1960, Associated Music Pu blishers. Used by permission. 
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analyse 
angelize 
idealize 
equalize 
poetize 
polamize 
vocalize 
formalize 
vapomize 
methodize 

RUB 
A 
DUB 
DUB 
A 
BUT: 
FROM 
UNDERWEAR 
BUDDINGS, 
COME 

legallze/partioularize/demoralize/patronize/fossilize/heatbenize/ 
civilize/dandyize/pluralize/penalize/soberize/vitalize/totalize/ 
paganize/liquidize/devilize/experimentalize/vulgarize/naturalize/ 
gluttonize/fertilize/ THREE MEN IN- /visualize/realize/sterilize/ 
barharize/brutalize/generalize/novelize/pauperize/loealize/martialize/ 
matronize/rapturize/modernize/solarize/fluidize/ HER MAIN GETS KICKS 
wantonize/gospelize/authorize/nasalize/organize/ WEARING EXTRA TIGHTS. 
dehumanize/seeularize/literalize/liberalize/ ITS ROARS, 
actualize/materialize/denaturalize/spiritualize/ AND OOZE~ 
scandalize/mobilize/ -TO /immortalize/sexualize/ KNOW WORTHY SEAMS 

BEFORE BEAMS. 

RUB 
A 
DUBBA, 
RUB-BER DUB, 
RUB-HER DUB, 
AH, 
BUD-HER-BURR-DUB-BUT : IS IT TRUE 

THAT BICYCLE SEATS 
ARE NO LONGER 
FASHIONABLE? 

NO MATTER. 

fedemalize/humanize/sermonize/neutralize/ 
victlmize/sensualize/t~anquilize/speeialize/ 
provineialize/rationalize/memorlalize/ 
peculiarize/singularize/villainize/ 
universalize/pedestrianize/ete~nalize/ 

MEN IN THREES, /revolutionize/systemize/ 
IN TREES, /personalize/feudalize/circularize/ 
STILL /terrorize/solemnize/verbalize/ 
ONLY /proverhialize/artificialize/ 
WATCH. 

Poesies (1965-69) by K e n n e t h  Gaburo ~ - - =  
~1976, LinguaP ..... Used by permission. $ . 5 . ~  
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Two Sonnets of Shakespeare (1976) by Ben Johnston 
+1979, Smith Publications. Used t~y permission. 

. . . . . . . . . . .  i ~ n m ~ m  . . . . . . . . .  " 

Signs (1970) by Richa d iano ~ . . . . . .  " + +  + . . . .  'I, arr~ F e l c ~  
+1971, E. C. Sehirmer. Used by permission. 
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Stalks And Trees And Drops And Clouds (1967) by HerbertBri~n 
~'1975, Smith Publications. Used by permission. 
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Quartet Variations (1972) by Edward Miller 
*"1972, Edward Miller. Used by perrnission. 
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Bombardmerl.ts No. 2 (196.6) by Robert Moran 
01966, C. F. Peters Corp. Used by permission. 
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Three-Note Chants for Charlie Morrow (1976) by Paul Epstein 
o1976, Paul Epstein. Used by permiss~,on. 
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Initiatives and Reactions (1975-78) by Stuart Smith 
~1978, Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission. 
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Composition 1961 No. 15 (].961) by La Monte Young 
o1961, La Monte Young. Used by permission. 
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Composition 1960 # 9 (1960) byLa Monte Young 
"1960, La Monte Young. Used by permission. 
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The List  of  Scores  
in SCRIBING SOUND 

an exhib i t ion  of  m u s i c  notat ions  
(1952-1984) 

L a r r y  A u s t i n  - Art is self-alteration is Cage is... 
(1983). 

H e r b e r t  B i e l a w a -  Quodlibet (1974); Magnificatus Est 
Rex (1974). 

Ea r l e  B rown  - December 1952 (1952); Twenty-five 
Pages (1953); Music for Cello and Piano (1954-55); 
Hodograph I (1959); Corroboree (1964); Time Spans 
(1972). 

H e r b e r t  Brf in  - ensemble analogue four (1977); Plot 
For Percussion (1967); Touch And Go (1967) Stalks 
And Trees And Drops And Clouds (1967). 

W a r r e n  B u r t  - Jewels (1970). 

J o h n  Cage  - Concert for Piano and Orchestra (1957- 
58); Aria (1958); Cartridge Music (1960); Sixty-two 
Mesostics Re Merce Cunningham (1971); Etcetera 
(1973); Score (40 Drawings by Thoreau) and23 Parts 
(1974). 

Joe l  C h a d a b e - F r o m  the 14th on (1973): 

R a n d o l p h  C o l e m a n  - Format 2 (1971). 

T h o m a s  DeLio - Partial Derivatives (1984). 

W i l l i a m  D u c k w o r t h  - Trolls (1974). 

Dav id  D u n n  and  Chr i s  M a n n - P o s i t i o n  as Argument 
(1982). 

Jon  E n g l i s h  - Sequent Cycles (1968). 

P a u l  E p s t e i n -  Three-note Chants for Charlie Morrow 
(1976). 

Rober t  E r i ckson  - General Speech (1969); Percussion 
Loops (1973), no t a t i on  by  Ron  George.  

Pozzi Escot  - Concerto for Piano and Orchestra (1982). 

R icha rd  Felc iano - Signs (1970). 

Mor ton  F e l d m a n  - Atlantis (1959). 

Rober t  F l e i s h e r  - Mandala 2: Radius (1979). 

K e n n e t h  Gaburo  - P o e s i e s  (1965-69); Inside (1969). 

Dan ie l  Goode - I4.~ ou, an homage to Martin Buber's 
idea of the I -  Thou relation (1977). 

Ma lco lm Golds te in  - Jade Mountain Soundings 
(1983). 

George  H e u s s e n s t a m m -  CanonographNo. 2 (1969). 

Dick H i g g i n s  - H a y d n  in the Forest (1979). 

J a c k s o n  Hi l l  - I n t e r s e c t i o n s  of the Universe (1971). 

B e n  J o h n s t o n  - Two Sonnets of Shakespeare (1976). 

S t even  K n o p o f f -  Peters Projection (1983). 

C h r i s t o p h e r  L a n t z  - Location and Arrival on Planet 
Blue (1983); String Quartet (1983). 

Alcides  L a n z a -  Ekphonesis H (1968). 

Tod M a c h o v e r  - Fusione Fugace (1982). 

Dav id  M e a n s  - Equivocai (1976). 

E d w a r d  Mil ler  - Quartet Variations (1972). 

D a r y  J o h n  Mizelle - Radial Energy I (1967). 

Rober t  M o r a n  - Bombardments No. 2 (1966). 

P a t  M o r i a r t y -  Birds of the World (1982). 

Ph i l l  Niblock - Unmentionable Piece for Trombone 
and Sousaphone (1983). 

P a u l i n e  O l i v e r o s -  ~ (spiral mandala) (1979). 

Michae l  P e p p e -  Even Funnier Valentine (1982). 

Dav id  Reck - M e t a M u s i c  (1965-74). 

Ezra  S i ms  -Elegy nach Rilke (1976). 

S t u a r t  S m i t h -  Initiatives and Reactions (1975-78). 

C h a r l e s  The i s  - Red-tailed Hawk (1982). 

Aure l io  de la  V e g a  - The Magic Labyrinth (1975). 

C h r i s t o p h e r  W a t t s  a n d  Michae l  U d o w  - Six by Six 
Scanning (1977). 

C h r i s t i a n  W o l f f -  For 1, 2, or 3 People (1964). 

Y e h u d a  Y a n n a y  - Coloring Book for the Harpist 
(1969); Le Campane di Leopardi (1979). 

L a  M o n t e  Y o u n g  - Composition 1960 #9 (1960);  
Composition 1961 No. 15 (1961). 
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Introduction to Kenneth Gaburo's Article 
on Partch's Bewi tched 

by Jean-Charles Francois In January 1980 the Berlin Festival presented 
for the first time in Europe a major work by 
Harry Partch, The Bewitched, in a production 
directed by Kenneth Gaburo, with Lou Blanken- 
burg as choreographer and assistant director, 
and Danlee Mitchell as music director. This pro- 
duction was the result of six months of intensive 
rehearsals at San Diego State University where 
the Harry Partch Foundation is located. Prior to 
their departure to Europe, the group gave a series 
of performances in San Diego and I was very for- 
tunate to attend one of them. 

What was particularly striking about this 
performance was that while it did adhere with 
absolute rigidity to the letter and to the spirit 
of Harry Partch's score, it also bore strong 
evidence of Kenneth Gaburo's peculiar stamp. 
Although the Partch tradition was maintained 
by Danlee Mitchell and by the utterly strict 
rendering of the score's requirements by Gaburo 
himself, the iconoclastic vitality of the produc- 
tion guaranteed that no enshrinement and no 
embalming of Partch could take place. 

Gaburo could not be content with a musicolog- 
ical rendering. By studying carefully all the 
details of the score and by testing them against 
Partch's life and texts, Gaburo succeeded in 
putting forward an interminable questioning 
of every aspect of the work. Playing the role of 
a faithful "usurper" he invoked the presence 
of Partch's voice answering his inquiries. The 
article that follows is precisely the account of this 
questioning and dialoguing with'Partch. 
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In developing the concept of Physicality, 
Kenneth Gaburo attempts to look through and 
far beyond the Corporeal, the catch word most 
often associated with Partch's theories. Gaburo 
refuses to confine the Corporeal to a mere histor- 
ical development of opera or of the Wagnerian 
"Gesamtkunstwerk" in which specialists - i.e., 
musicians, poets, dancers, stage-designers - 
superimpose their talents for a composite result. 
Physicality places the Corporeal in a wider 
whole context in Which no distinctions or separa- 
tion can be drawn between art forms. 

The Corporeal, taken in the sense of encap- 
sulating all artistic manifestations at once, does 
not seem particularly suited for the limited con- 
cerns of Corporative interests. Therefore, many 
might ask why such an article should be included 
in the Percussive Notes Research Edition since 
it is not by any means addressed exclusively to 
the percussion profession. It is my own convic- 
t ion-  and it will be reflected in the direction and 
scope of this publication - that the sudden rise 

in importance of percussion in the 20th century 
has much wider implications than strict consid- 
erations of the particular functions of percussion 
instruments. Not only has percussion had an 
enormous influence on recent music making in 
general, but it has intimate connections (notably 
through noise) with many theories and ideas 
which are the landmarks of contemporary 
thought. In Partch's music the percussion 
instruments are central to the musical ideas, 
and, moreover, they are the most typical meeting 
point where sounds, visual aspects and physical 
movements converge as one totality. They liter- 
ally embody Corporeality according to Partch 
and Physicality according to Gaburo. 

The follo wing article is the firstpart of a larger 
two-part project on Partch's Bewitched. The 
second part, which is concerned with the specific 
details of the Berlin 1980 production, is still in 
outline form. It may or may not be published 
at some future date in the Percussive Notes 
Research Edition. 
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In Search of Partch's Bewitched: 
Part One: Concerning Physicality 

Kenneth Gaburo is internationally recognized 
for his experimental work as composer, performer, 
writer, teacher, and publisher. Currently, he 
is a professor in the School Of Music, University 
of Iowa. 
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A. PREMISE: 

HARRY PARTCH'S: 
THE BEWITCHED 1 

PROLOGUE: The lost musicians  mix magic. The 
witch appears and takes command of her  chorus, the  
band of lost musicians.  

SCENES OF WITCHERY: (1) Three undergrads  
become transfigured in a Hong Kong Music Hall; 
(2) Exercises in ha rmony  and counterpoint  are tr ied 
in a court of ancient  ritual;  

(3) The romancing of a 
pathological liar comes to an inspired end; 

(4) A soul 
tormented  by contemporary music finds a humaniz-  
ing alchemy; 

(5) Visions fill the  eyes of a defeated 
basketball  t eam while in the  shower room; 

(6) 
Euphoria  descends a Sausalito stairway; 

(7) Two 
detectives on the  trai l  of a tr icky culprit  t u rn  in 
their  badges; 

(8) A court in its own contempt  rises to 
a mother ly  apotheosis; 

(9) A lost political soul finds 
h imself  among the  voteless women of paradise; 

(10) 
The cognoscenti are p lunged into a demonic descent. 

The 
under ly ing 
premise 
for 
my  
discussion 
of 
physicali ty 
in 
the  
l ight  
of 
Partch 's  
Bewitched 
is 
observation. 2 

EPILOGUE: "Later!", says the  witch, and she 
vanishes. The lost musicians wander  away. 

©Kenneth Gaburo 1983 
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CAST: lost musicimas; 
witch; 
dancers; 
costumes and lighting design; 
stage manager; 
lighting technician; 
house managers; 
stage crew; 

Kenneth Gaburo, director; 
Lou Blankenburg, choreographer and 

assistant director; 
Danlee Mitchell, music director. 3 

THE INSTRUMENTS: 
Adapted Koto 
Spoils of War 
Marimba Eroica 
Cloud-Chamber Bowls 
Chromelodeon I 
New Boo I 
Bass Clarinet 
Piccolo and Flute 
Clarinet 
Adapted Viola 
Kithara II 
Diamond Marimba 
Bass Marimba 
Harmonic Canon II 
Surrogate Kithara 4 

ALL 
humans 
observe. 

The 
ACTion 
of 
observation 
at 
least 
involves: 

Observing an entity; 
Describing that  entity; 
and, 

Making  sense of that  entity. 

(An entity can be one's self; another human; 
another life-form; another so-called "thing". In what  
follows, I shall occasionally refer to life-forms by the 
symbol: T; non-life forms by the symbol: 'it'; and to 
the interaction between them as follows: I~-~I; In-bit). 

Observing an I, it, implicates P E R C E P T I O N .  
Describing a perceived I, it, implicates language, 
(i.e. N O T A T I O N  in some form), e.g.: notes, words, 
gestures. 
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Notat ion is always registered (located) somewhere 
by way of some ins t rument-mechanism,  (i.e. 
"TECHNOLOGY') e.g.: a synapse, paper, "score", 
performance, oscillator. 

Making  sense of a perceived I, it, involves physical, 
th inking,  cognitive processes which are implicitly 
COMPOSITIONAL, (i.e., constructing realities), as 
is the observed I, it, 'composed'. 5 

STATEMENT. BY PARTCH: 

We are all bewitched, and mostly by accident; the accident of form, color, and sex; 
of prejudices conditioned from the cradle on up; of the  par t icular  ruts  we have 
found ourselves in or have dug for ourselves because of our individual  needs. 
Those in a long-tenanted ru t  enjoy larger comforts of mind  and body, and as 
compensat ion it is given to others who are not  so easily domesticated to become 
mediums  for the  t ransmiss ion of perception, more frequently. Among these are 
the  lost musicians.  The present-day music ian grows up in a half-world between 
"good" music and "not-so-good" music. Even when  he has definitely made his 
choice between the  two, he is still affected by the  other, and to tha t  extent  he is 
dichotomous and disoriented. His head is bathed in an ancient  l ight  th rough a 
Gothic window, while his other end swings like a min ia ture  suspension bridge in a 
cool r ight-angle gale. The perception of displaced musicians may  germinate,  
evolve, and ma tu re  in concert, th rough a developing at-one-ness, th rough 
their  beat. 

THE BEWITCHED is in the  t radi t ion of world-wide r i tual  theater .  It  is the  
opposite of the  specialized. I conceived and wrote it  in California in the  period 
1952-55, following the several performances of my  version of Sophocles' OEDIPUS. 
In spirit, if  not  wholly in content, THE BEWITCHED is a satyr-play. It  is a 
seeking for release - th rough satire, whimsy, magic, r ibaldry - from the catharsis 
of tragedy. It  is an essay toward a miraculous abeyance of civilized rigidity, in the  
feeling tha t  the  modern spirit  migh t  thereby find some ancient  and magical  sense 
of rebirth. Each of the  ten scenes is a theatr ical  unfolding of nakedness,  a psycho- 
logical strip-tease, or - a diametric reversal, which has the  effect of under l in ing 
the  complementary character,  the s t range affinity, of seemingly opposites. 6 

B. PHYSICALITY: 

The expression: 

PHYSICALITY, 

(In this section, Physicali ty is rigorously described, 
on the  way to discussing Partch 's  concept of 
Corporeality. This is so, because I th ink  one can be 
physical wi thout  being corporeal, but  cannot be 
corporeal wi thout  being physical. Moreover, 
Corporeality is a kind of physicality, and, necessar- 
ily, can be comprehended more fully in its light.) 

signifies a phenomenon.  It  is not a th ing  in itself. No fur ther  self-consciousness 
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about it could obtain if, in answer to the question: "What is Physicality?", 
the answer was merely: 

PHYSICALITY IS PHYSICALITY IS PHYSICALITY...n 

Even though the "is" in this case acts as-if it refers to a thing, (i.e. Physicality), 
neither "is", nor "Physicality" are i l luminated by their  presence, . . . that is, by 
their  mere appearancC, ... as given. Unless something else happens, the expression 
simply allows an observer to be caught up in the redundancy of the expression, 
...by the evidence in the expression..., without the possibility of its issuing, or an 
observer inferring, much further  evidence of its nature.  But, something could 
happen to change this circumstance. For instance, an observer could wonder s 
about it, and ask: 

PHYSICALITY IS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  WHAT? 

The interrogative "WHAT", at least, becomes an expressed desire to search out 
some significance 9 for the expression: Physicality Is Physicality Is Physicality, 
which, ... as it appears..., is merely 'self '- (it-) referential. However, that it appears 
is sufficient to trigger a response in the form of an interrogation. To do so would 
relieve the expression of its isolation. Clearly, an observer would have to initiate 
further  ACTion. If left to its 'own' devices, the expression would merely sit here, 
...on this page..., as a ' thing in itself ', unnoticed or unquestioned. 

But, an ACTion did happen. Somehow, the expression: Physicality, got on a page. 
It did not inscribe itself. Its actual appearance is so, in this case, because I initiated 
and carried out some ACTion. For instance, it would not have appeared without: 

1. my calling it forth (i.e., from experience), 
2. my locating it somewhere (e.g., a page), 
3. my entering it in some manner  (e.g., inscribing), 
4. my need of some mechanism (e.g., a typewriter), 
5. my intention (e.g., to discuss Partch); 

and, most certainly not without an awareness, ...i.e., my self-consciousness..., of 
having done so. I know it was on the page because I put it there, and observed 
mysel f  doing so. Now it is on this page, and something also is happening. What is 
inscribed here could not be known by you, unless you, too, initiated some ACTion 
(e.g., by picking up, and opening this journal), and carried it out (e.g., by reading 
this page). 

For the moment I shall assume these matters  have something to do with the 
expression: Physicality. As such, more can be said on the way to making sense of it: 

6. The expression: PHYSICALITY, contains, 
.. .nested within it..., sub-texts which suggest 
what  it could refer to: 

( PHYSlC  iTY 
" i 
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PARTCH (with respect to playing the Bass Marimba): 

COORDINATE FOOTWORK WITH 
PLAYING TECHNIQUES! IN FAST 
AND DIFFICULT PASSAGES THE BASS 
MARIMBA PART ACTUALLY BECOMES A DANCE, 
OR A ROUND OF BOXING IN THE FIGHT RING. IN 
SOME PASSAGES THE FEET SHOULD PLANT THEMSELVES 
WIDE APART (ATLAS CARRYING THE WORLD), SO THAT 
THE TWO OUTSIDE BLOCKS MAY BE REACHED ALTERNATELY, 
STRONGLY, AND EASILY. 1° 

7. The expression: PHYSICALITY, expresses itself 
in a physical manner.  Here, I have in mind its 
letters, dimension, place on the page, et alia. In 
this respect, it is 'saying' something, even-if 
merely 'sitting'. Whatever one can know of it, is 
thought out in its presence.n For anything to be 
said at all, both presences, ... someone and it. . . ,  
are necessary. 

PARTCH (with respect to bowing techniques for the Adapted Viola): 

MY FINAL ADVICE TO BOWED STRING 
PLAYERS INVOLVED IN MY WORK: 
SEIZE THE CONCEPT EVEN THOUGH YOU 
DON'T UNDERSTAND IT, CONTEMPLATE, DO 
YOGA EXERCISES.. .THE SCORES THEMSELVES DO NOT 
HELP AT ALL; THEY ARE SIMPLY CRYPTIC NOTES, OR 
CRYPTIC RATIOS. 12 

8. With regard to the observer: 

a. The ACTion of observing (perceiving) the 
expression: PHYSICALITY, is, at least, 
physical, e.g.: presence, location, brain, mind; 

b. The ACTion of describing (notating) the 
expression: PHYSICALITY, is, at least, 
physical, e.g.: speaking, writing; as is (are) the 
instruments, . . .  (mechanism(s)).. . ,  for doing so, 
e.g.: eyes, ears, pen, typewriter; 

c. The ACTion of making sense (developing 
one's self-consciousness) of the expression: 
PHYSICALITY, is, at least, physical, e.g.: 
wondering, thinking. 

PARTCH (with respect to the Boo): 

PREDICTABILITY IN A PIECE OF BAMBOO 
IS VERY LOW, AND BECAUSE OF THE EXASPERATION 
THIS CAUSES I HAVE EXPERIMENTED WITH LARGE PLASTIC 
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TUBING. HERE ONE DOES FIND PREDICTABILITY, BUT HE LOSES 
THE WARM, RICH TONES OF BAMBOO. 
IN THE ORIENT THERE IS UNDOUBTEDLY 
TO BE TAPPED - SOMEWHERE - A COMPENDIUM OF INFORMATION 
REGARDING VARIETIES OF BAMBOO AND THEIR 
PREDICTABLE BEHAVIOUR. IN TIME, I 
HOPE, THIS WILl, BE KNOWN 
ELSEWHERE. 13 

9. The language thus far used to discuss the 
expression: PHYSICALITY, ...e.g.: experience, 
page, typewriter, discuss PARTCH .... exhibits 
certain physical features, namely: 

a. each expression is unique (bound) only to the 
extent that  it is not any other one; nor is an 
observer any of these; 14 

b. each expression is not exclusive (cf. B. 7, page 59); 
c. each expression is subject-dependent, and not 

object-independent. 

PARTCH (with respect to the cloud chamber bowls): 

MAINTENANCE: HERE IS ONLY THE PROBLEM 
OF CUTTING ANOTHER CARBOY WHEN ONE 
OF THE BOWLS IS BROKEN. (ONE 
ALWAYS HOPES - IT IS GENERALLY FUTILE - 
THAT HE WILL GET SOMETHING CLOSE 
TO THE TONE OF' THE BROKEN PIECE!) 15 

Earlier, each of the expressions: experience, page, inscribing, typewriter, discuss 
PARTCH, was referenced to PHYSICALITY. Without all of these, at least, the 
expression: PHYSICALITY, could not have appeared on this page. No one, or 
some of these would have been sufficient. Each functioned as a unique part, but, in 
itself, could not have been the whole of the ACTion. The presence of each, ...no 
longer an exclusive "thing" (object) in itself..., and, the sense of each, was 
dependent (contingent) on the presence of the others, and on the observer. Each, 
necessarily, referred to the other, "and to the subject: PHYSICALITY. Their 
involvement formed part  of what  I call a referential  system. The following 
notations express, in one way, the distinctions I make between the parts and the 
whole of the ACTion: 

(PHYSICALITY) (D (EXPERIENCE,PAGE,INSCRIBING,TYPEWRITER,DISCUSS) (PARTCH) 

(PHYSICALITYINEXPERIENCEPAGEINSCRIBINGT TYPEWRITERDISCUSSPARTCH) 

Now, i f I  experience the expressions: experience, page, inscribing, typewriter, 
discuss, PARTCt-I, each to be physically unique, I cannot conclude 'all that  is 
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physical' resides in only one of them. Even though each one somehow is bound to 
the others because each is physical, it follows that  each reflects a difference in k ind  
within 'all that  is physical'. Furthermore,  I cannot conclude these constitute all 
the unique physical expressions there are. Accordingly, if 'all that  is physical' 
cannot merely reside in some of them, and if some of them cannot be 'all tha t  is 
physical', then what  can one call 'all tha t  is physical'? 

I call the expression: 
PHYSICALITY, 

'all that  is physical'. 

But, suppose one could come to know all unique physical expressions, . . . that is, to 
know there are no others...? If so, this order of magnitude could still not go beyond 
'all that  is physical'. And, since the expression: PHYSICALITY, cannot go beyond 
'all tha t  is physical', one could at least theoretically postulate: ALL unique 
physical expressions equal THE unique expression: physicality. 

This postulation raises an historical assumption, namely: THE WHOLE IS 
EQUAL TO THE SUM OF ITS PARTS. But since the whole has also been 
perceived differently from its parts, . . .particularly because of a sense of its 
magnitude. . . ,  the above postulation has raised another historical assumption, 
namely: THE WHOLE IS GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS. Because, 
subsequently, I shall be discussing Partch's concepts of Corporeality and Whole 
Theater,  these assumptions are briefly considered here: 

10. Because each unique expression exhibits a 
physical difference in kind, it follows that  all 
unique expressions would exhibit all physical 
differences in kind. As such, they could not be 
equal to the expression: Physicality, because 
differences are not equivalent. 

11. Although the expression: Physicality is distinct, 
. . .in that  it negates 'all that  is not physical' ...; 
and, although it is also whole, ...in that  it 
signifies 'all that  is physical ' . . . ,  it is expressed 
(shows up) as those differences in kind, which 
physical expressions manifest. Thereby, it, too, 
is distinct, but not exclusively so. Its ACTion is, 
at least, distributive. Because it is, it becomes a 
member of its own set; a set which includes 'all 
that  is physical'. It cannot be "greater" than that. 

Now, I hold it is not possible to refer to the expression: PHYSICALITY (as whole), 
without referring to all its expressions (its parts); AND vice versa. That the above 
assumptions of parts-whole do not exhibit this perception is primarily so, because 
they are quantified expressions. They suggest that  the parts and the whole can, 
somehow, be separated from each other; that  each is distinct, and somehow, 
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exclusive; tha t  each, somehow, is merely relational. But, as interactions, each 
exhibits differences in k ind of quite another  dimension: 

12. PHYSICALITY (whole, in itself), cannot be 
more t han  a part of any ENTITY: 
and, 
ANY ENTITY (whole, in itself), cannot be more 
t han  a part of PHYSICALITY. 
e.g., in general  notation: 

ENTITY ~ in te rac t ion ,  PHYSICALITY 
$ 
$ I 

plart ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wholel 

~hole  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ p~rt  

What  is implicit in this assumption is ne i ther  ent i ty  nor physicali ty can be fully 
imbued by the  other; ne i ther  can become the  other. Moreover, the  unique 
properties which each exhibit  are not  lost, or given up, because the  binding..., by 
way of interactions. . . ,  is physical. This is part icularly so, because their  kinds of 
physical difference are also unique.  I t  is thei r  necessary, mu tua l  part icipation in 
action, and, thereby, the  influences which each exert on the  other, t ha t  renders  
each distinct, but  non-exclusive. They are included in each other, but  ne i ther  can 
be ALL INCLUSIVE. The expression: PHENOMENON, refers to a state which is 
all inclusive: 16 

13. ENTITIES AND PHYSICALITY are each, by 
the  other, constrained wi th in  (bound by) 'All 
tha t  is inclusively Physical'. 
e.g., in general  notation: 

PHENOMENON 

all ENTITIES: interact ion :PHYSICALITY 

parts  who~le 

whbles par t  

I_ 

PARTCH: I BELIEVE IN MANY THINGS: IN AN INTONATION AS JUST AS I 
AM CAPABLE OF MAKING IT; IN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ON STAGE, 
DYNAMIC IN FORM, VISUALLY EXCITING.. . I  BELIEVE IN DRAMATIC 
LIGHTING, REPLETE WITH GELS, TO ENHANCE THEM.. . I  BELIEVE IN 
MUSICIANS WHO ARE TOTAL CONSTITUENTS OF THE MOMENT.. .  
I BELIEVE IN PLAYERS IN COSTUME.. . IN SOMETHING, JUST SOME- 
THING, THAT WILL REMOVE THEM FROM THE PEDESTRIAN.. . I  BELIEVE 
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IN BASS MARIMBISTS...  WHO MOVE THE TRUNKS OF THEIR BODIES 
LIKE ATHLETES. . . I  BELIEVE IN ALL SOUNDS OF THE HUMAN VOICE, 
FREE FROM THE BEL-CANTO STRAIT JACKET.. .  I BELIEVE IN A TOTAL 
INTEGRATION OF FACTORS, NOT AS SEPARATE AND SEALED SPECIAL- 
TIES...  SOUND AND SIGHT.. .VISUALLY DYNAMIC AND DRAMATIC, ALL 
CHANNELED INTO A SINGLE, WHOLLY FUSED, AND PURPOSEFUL 
DIRECTION. ALL.17 

C. HOW IT IS WITH P A R T C H :  

To enter  any of Partch 's  work in any capacity, is and with any seriousness, is to 
be involved in an extraordinari ly complex confrontation. I do not know many  
20th century works, in or out of music, which approach Partch 's  demands,  
. . .part icularly those of Corporeality and Whole Theater . . .  19 nor any which 
surpass them. 2° 

PARTCH: THE STRINGS IN GENERAL 
REPRESENT THE SOUL OF MY 
WORK, AND IF THEY ARE NOT 
STRONGLY PLAYED IT HAS NO 
SOUL. PERCUSSION REPRESENTS 
THE BODILY STRUCTURE, AND IT 
IS VERY IMPORTANT. 21 

At the  outset, I imagine the use of the 
expression: 'complex', wi th  regard to 
Partch,  might  seem inappropriate to 
some, part icularly since so much  has 
been made of his compositional 
simplicity,22...its "directness", 
"primitiveness",  "basicness", et alia. 

When one speaks of Partch,  one general ly refers to h im in the  l ight  of certain 
crucial ' identifying' features, such as: his (non-western) tun ing  systems; his 
(hand-made) ins t ruments ;  his (political) anti-intellectual,  -institutional,  
-technological stance; 23 his (stage) language,  e.g.: Kabuki,  Ritual,  Satire, 
Expressionism; his so-called (conceptual) l ink with Dionysus, and Wagner 's  
Gesamtkunstwerke.  24 

PARTCH: IT IS ALTOGETHER TOO 
EASY TO FOCUS ON ONE SMALL 
TECHNICAL FACT AND TO IGNORE 
A VERITABLE WHIRLWIND OF 
CREATION BEYOND THAT FACT. IN 
THE DESCRIPTIONS OF MY WORK 
IN PUBLIC PRINT MUCH IS 
MADE OF THE PHRASE, "43 
TONES TO THE OCTAVE". 
THAT PRECISE 43 IS THE 
O N E - H A L F  T R U T H  OF T H E  
O N E - F O U R T H  F A C T O R .  THE 
EMPHASIS HAS NEVER BEEN 
MINE, BECAUSE THE NUMBER 

Certainly, the  apprehension of any of 
these 'features'  is no "simple" matter .  If 
not, t hen  what  kinds of perception 
could have generated such less-than- 
complex assessments? 
In my view, following are some: 
1. The persistence with which focus has 

been, and is, directed to one or another  
of these identifying features, easily 
suggests they are regarded as self- 
contained, separate entities; as-if this 
one or tha t  one constitutes a valid 
description of wha t  Partch 's  work 
stands for: 
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APPLIES ONLY TO MY 
INSTRUMENTS OF FIXED 
PITCH, AND MY SCORES 
FOR 36 YEARS PAST 
ARE ELOQUENT 
TESTIMONY TO 
THE FACT THAT - 
BEYOND THE FIXED- 
PITCH IDEA -, I 
LIMIT MYSELF 
IN NO WAY 
WHATEVER. 25 

2. The 
persistence 
with which 
not  much  

more than  a 
passing 
reference, and 
sometimes, 

out r ight  dismissal, 

"Partch's music  speaks. . .Let . . .43,  
and more, i r regular  meters,  k lang . . . the  
... dissonant contrapuntal  fabric, 
corporeality, phase beat ing. . .music . . .  
plucked strings, exotic percussion, reed 
organs, adapted viola, a t tent ive wood- 
winds.. ,  speak.. ,  cross accents, t imbral  
juxtaposition, themes. . . for . . . the  
Baroque Concerto Grosso". 26 

has been given to Corporeality and Whole 
Theater ,  ... the essentials..., which necessarily 
bind and integrate  identifying features: 

"It is beyond the  scope of this article to deal with  
Partch 's  dramatic  and theatr ical  concepts except in 
passing. The in tent ion is ra ther  to focus attentibn' 
upon his musical  thought ,  which has not received 
proper examinat ion by others; para-musical issues 
are eloquently pu t  by Par tch  h i m s e l f " Y  

3. The persistence wi th  which a par t icular  perceiver, . . .a 
spectator, musician,  dancer, choreographer,  et alia.. . ,  
'adjusts' the  whole of a Par tchwork to tha t  view, 
. . .persuasion.. . ,  already held in the  mind  of tha t  
perceiver, e.g.: 
from its complexity, dancers and choreographers extract 
"dance", musicians  and critics extract  "music", actors 
and directors extract  "theater", stage crews and 
technicians extract  "set, lighting": 

4. The persistence wi th  which current-day notions of music, 
(e.g., wi th  regard to notes, rhythms,  forms, tunings),  
... and similarly in other areas of art . . . ,  despite abundant  
evidence to the  contrary, have not  been sufficiently 
expanded to include tha t  a h u m a n  body can function as 
an ins t rument ;  t ha t  an ins t rument  (e.g., Partch 's  
Kithara)  can function as a 'voice'; t ha t  an actor can 
function as a dancer; t ha t  a dancer can function as a 
musician; tha t  l ight ing can be more t han  mere  i l lumina- 
tion; or set more than  mere envi ronmenta l  color. 
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PARTCH: THE INSTRUMENTS WOULD NOT BE CROWDED INTO A 
RESTRICTED SPACE BUT DISPOSED ARCHITECTURALLY AND LAND- 
SCAPICALLY, SO THAT THE DANCERS WOULD BE IN, AROUND, AMONG 
THEM (AND MIGHT EVEN USE THEM), OCCASIONALLY. 2s 

In the absence of an awareness for how all of these identifying features could be 
made to work as an in tegrated whole, focus on any par t icular  one, ...by any 
description, including actual productions. . . ,  becomes reductionist;  the  parts  are 
regarded as-if they are the  whole; as-if ends, and not  means. But: one needs to 
constantly ask such questions as: jus t  intonation in the l ight of what?; music in 
the l ight of what?; acting in the l ight  of what?; anti-intellectualism in the l ight  
of what? By not  so doing, it is easy to see how Partch's  work can be rendered 
"simple", and crucially, how certain kinds of violence can be done to it, even 
when one speaks eloquently in his behalf. 

PARTCH: IN WRITING THIS OUTLINE I HAVE LET MY MIND WANDER 
WITH LITTLE HINDRANCE. MY SUGGESTIONS REGARDING STAGE-SET, 
COSTUMES, AND MOVEMENTS ABOUT THE STAGE GO INTO HIGHLY 
TECHNICAL AREAS, AND I WOULD LIKE TO INVOKE EXPERIENCES 
AND ATTITUDES BEYOND MY OWN. MY STATEMENTS ARE REALLY 
QUESTIONS: IS THIS PARTICULAR IDEA A GOOD IDEA? IN COSTUME? IN 
SET? IN LIGHTING? IN MOVEMENT? IS WHAT I'M ASKING THROUGHOUT. 
THE IMPORTANT THING IS AN AGREED-ON BASIS FOR PERFORMANCE, 
SO THAT A TRUE COLLABORATION AND INTEGRATION RESULTS. 
AND I_.F IT RESULTS, A MAJOR STEP MAY HAVE BEEN TAKEN IN 
RE-DISCOVERING - IN WESTERN TERMS - AN ANCIENT VALUE.29 

Contrarily, with  Partch,  musical  thought  cannot be separated from corporeal- 
theatr ical  thought .  With Partch,  to observe the  work as a concrete, ideally 
realized whole, should make  it impossible to separate functions. With Partch,  
wha t  is demanded is tha t  parts must  give up their  partness in favor of a 
wholeness which includes them. 
It is get t ing at this wholeness, . . .Partch's  omni-present  referent. . . ,  which 
makes  his work complex and confrontive. Concomitant  wi th  the work as a 
whole, integrated,  'fused' entity, are the  performers, and, ul t imately,  the  
audience, who have also to be fused; the  wholeness of the persona is asked to 
participate in the  wholeness of the  work, also not  ideally separable. The entire 
'apparatus' ,  so-to-speak, has to be a flexible, giving, r i tualist ic one. 

PARTCH: SATIRE NEED NOT BE HEAVY-HANDED. IT CAN DESCEND 
LIGHTLY AND WITH LOVE.. . IT CAN BRING RE-EVALUATION AND 
SELF-PERCEPTION.. . IT CAN BRING A SPONTANEOUS FEELING FOR 
HUMANITY THROUGH ART, A FEELING THAT LIES WITHIN OUR B O N E S .  3° 

Partch,  above all else, is anti-reductionist .  His referent,  ...his bonding.. . ,  
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resides in the nature of physicality, itself. Certainly it is not overly difficult to 
formulate a theory and an aesthetic description for his referent. But it is 
immensely difficult Lo bring it off as an actual case. 

Notat ion  One: 

I IP SIC  IIIIREALITY ISPACE IMATTER INTELLECT IIN N ON IAFFECTION 

PHYSICAL 

CORPOREAL 

BODY 

ENERGY 

FEELING 

TOUCH 

MOVEMENT 

SHAPE 

GESTURE 

PRESENCE 

~TATE 

PLACE 

MYSTICAL 

MAGIC 

I RITE 

EXISTENCE DIMENSION FEATURE DESCRIPTION NECESSITY EMOTION 

EVIDENT BOUNDARY SUBSTANCE INTUITION POSSESSION ILLUMINATE 

WHOLE i QUANTITY ELASTICITY COMPOSITION PERFORMANCE SATISFACTION 

iFORCE A G I T A T I O N  F RI CTI ON OBSERVATION E F F O R T  QUIESCENCE 

CONCRETE CONTIGUITY PERCEPTION ! DOING i IMPRESSION 

PRESSURE 

DENSITY 

INTERVAL 

INQUIRY 

INFER 

VENTURE PASSAGE 

RECEIVE 

CONSEQUENCE 

RELATION 

MUTABLE 

DELICACY 

EXCITATION 

FORM CONTENT ASPECT F O C U S  CONSTRUCT PLEASURE 

SIGN SITUATION INTENSITY EXPRESSION OFFER DESIRE 

INSTANCE I N H A B I T  EMERGE MIND COMMIT SPECIFY 

CONDITION STRUCTURE ATTITUDE AWARENESS INTERACTION FULLNESS 

P A R T  CIRCUMSTANCE INSERTION ARRANGE R E F E R  DISTINCTION 

LATENCY DIRECTION BLURRED UNCERTAINTY C H A R M  CELEBRATE 

APPEARANCE ATTRACTION AURA IMAGINE INFLUENCE SEDUCTION 

SYSTEM D E P T H  V I T A L I T Y  C O N T E X T  F U N C T I O N  DEMONSTRATE 

IV. HI. 

D. ELABORATION: NOTATIONS ONE AND TWO 

NOTATION ONE, above, exhibits certain expressions which are sufficient in 
number and kind to further illuminate physicality, but not to exhaust its 
nature. For the moment, the expressions have been grouped, weighted, and 
ordered into 'fixed' rows and columns as follows: 

GROUP I: Physicality 
GROUP II: Domains (6 in number) 
GROUP III: Attributes (15 in number) 
GROUP IV: Modifiers (90 in number) 

NOTATION ONE, as given, gives rise to certain comments. Following are some: 

1. It may be regarded: 

a. as a simultaneity; that is, as a whole, but not as 
'all that is physical'; 

b. as a generative grammar; that is, each expres- 
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. 

sion signifies a pa r t i cu la r  k ind  or s ta te  of 
physical i ty ,  bu t  is not -ye t  act ion-directed wi th  
reference to some specific context;  

c. as allo-referential; t h a t  is, each expression 
impl ic i t ly  refers to, and  is in te rac t ive  with,  
the  others• 

The  t a sk  of an  observer,  ... a lways  unders tood  to 
be present . . . ,  would  be to engage  the  nota t ion ,  
and  to connect  those  expressions found, in any  
quan t i ty ,  and,  thereby,  to begin  the  process of 
in te rac t ion  wi th  them.  Access to the  no ta t ion  m a y  
obta in  in a va r i e ty  of ways. In  the  fol lowing 
approaches,  the  expression: P, signifies _Physical- 
ity, bu t  m a y  also signify: _Perception, _Perceiver, 
_Phenomenon, and  _Partch: 

a. expressions are connected by fixed row-column 
constraints :  

(2) 

boundary'-, 
state structure ] 

b. expressions are connected by associations not  
cons t ra ined  by rows and  columns:  

(1) P" - - -  , 
.'~__ .............. foc~§', 

( p r e s e n c e .  ~-'" " . . . . . . . . . .  

-• in te rva l  ~,, 

. . . . .  . .  - . instance / " - ,  fullnes~-~ , 
,. cha rm  .~ . . . . . .  

c. expressions are connected by exchanges 
between,  (and among)  fixed row-column states:  

(1) P . - -  
, .body e las t l c l tv ,  \ 

(2) P.'.~.:.,. j "  mten t lon~-  
C boa~r~-_ ~_ elast ic i ty  / 

(as given) 

(exchange) 
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3. The s e n s e  of any particular grouping of expres- 
sions is changed, even-if only one  of them is 
exchanged for another, e.g.: 

P:~" ~ ~ - - - 7 " ' - ,  
"" . . . . . . . . . . .  ,"touch J k touch forn~, excitation 
"-. .fullness / "- .  fullness . - - " "  

4. Each expression, as inscribed, implies the 
existence of other grammatical  forms of itself, 
even though these are not shown: 

P:~-~- ( touch) ~ ( touching touched)' 

. The simultaneity, ... al though whole...,  does not 
include other expressions which refer to physical- 
ity. With regard to MATTER, for instance, the 
expressions: hardness, dryness, brittleness, are not 
shown, but could have been. If entered, such 
expressions would not only e x p a n d  the simul- 
taneity, ...however, always within physicality... ,  
but would also change its quality, e.g.: 

(imagine) 

P'~ ,'touch . . . . . .  exc'lta-tion'~ (to be interactive 
• , fullne f ~ - ' ' "  -.  : : : : : s f i ,  - - ~ -  with) . . . . . .  . 

(hardness . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ryness? 
"-. brittleness _ - - - '  

PARTCH: THE OCCASIONAL STATUE-LIKE 
IMMOBILITY OF THE DANCERS.. .THIS HAS 
THE EFFECT OF MAKING MOVEMENT MORE 
VITAL, MORE UNCERTAIN, THEREFORE 
MORE TENSIVE TO THE VIEWER.. .THERE 
SHOULD BE NO INNATE COMPULSION TO 
MOVE CONSTANTLY SIMPLY BECAUSE ONE 
IS ON STAGE...IN A SERIOUS LOVE DUET OR 
A FIGHT DUET, A DANCER NEVER TOUCHES 
ANOTHER DANCER, IN GESTURE OF ENDEAR- 
MENT OR ANGER. I NOTED, LONG BEFORE I 
EVER SAW ORIENTAL DANCING, HOW 
TENSION WAS LIKELY TO DROP THE MOMENT 
TWO SUCH CHARACTERS BECAME PHYSI- 
CALLY EMBROILEDY 
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. 

. 

. 

The so-called domains, given in the notation, at 
least, 32 are always implicit, even-if not shown in 
a particular sub-grouping (cf. item 5, preceding). 
Sub-groupings cannot be experienced in context, 
without an observer's involvement with: 

a. some REALITY (e.g., as in 'being') 

b. some SPACE (e.g., as in 'location') 

c. some MATTER (e.g., as in 'material') 

d. some INTELLECT (e.g., as in 'idea formation') 

e. some INTENTION (e.g., as in 'purpose') 

f. some AFFECTION (e.g., as in 'regard') 

The notation, as given, is conspicuous by its 
presences, but also by its absences. I regard the 
'presence' of certain "absences" to be a positive 
value. Absences show that  NOTATION ONE is 
sufficient to il luminate physicality, but not to 
define its closure. 33 In this sense, NOTATION 
ONE is bound,.., limited..., by its presences, but 
unbound,.., unlimited... ,  with respect to its 
absences. Its absences may be described as 
knowns  or unknowns, in the following sense: 

a. known by some observer; unknown, but 
34 knowable, by another observer; 

b. unknown to any observer at the moment, but 
presumed to be imminent  within the Phenome- 
non of Physicality. 35 

Even though NOTATION ONE constitutes an 
ordering of physical expressions, ...i.e., by 
weighting, rows, columns..., access to it is 
random. One may enter at any point, travel 
through it in any direction, group its expressions 
in any configuration, all the while reorganizing 
its notational ordering, but not its simultaneous- 
ness. Moreover, the particular order of any 
motion through it, ...however inconsistent with 
the orderliness of the notation..., does not affect 
the order in the simultaneity. At once, any 
expression,. . .by an intentional ACTion..., can be 
connected to any, and all, other(s). Since this is 
so, I have unfixed NOTATION ONE, and have 
transformed it into a state which I prefer: 
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,- inqui ry  k 
t .... emotion, 
k i l luminate  \ 

PARTCH: I 
WANT, I TRY, 
TO LIVE IN 
THE BIG 
WORLD. THE 
BIG WORLD IS 
SIMPLE IN 
RULES, COMPLEX 
IN EXCITEMENT. 

! % 

~ N o t a t i o n  T w o  "'\ 
% 

THE LITTLE 
WORLD IS 
COMPLEX IN 
RULES,  
SIMPLE IN 
EXCITEMENT.  

/ "  . . . . . . . . . . .  "'" i n f e r "  . . . . .  . 
• au ra  h i "  affection ~ . . . .  ;~+ ;~ven tu re  , 

% 

~ r~ahty ...... " ..... mrm " / " 

_ doing b lur red  / "  
l ~ s t a n c e  . . . .  ; ~hnction • / 

• -" charm physlcalfocus 
I r i te  . . .  sa~miac~lonreceive mu t ab l e  ! 

- - - -  ev ident  , 
I . . . .  .._.. - - .  condition express iO~ace t /  

• existence - 
k influence intel lect  /~  

! 

" ;  a t t i tude  inser t ion ', 
(del icacy whole . . . . . . . . .  
""~ physical i ty  exci tat ion " ", 

--~" emerge  ", 
~'part  impress ion concrete ~'. 

, mind  p leasure  
force observat ion sign - . . . . . . . . . .  specify 

< corporeal construct  s ta te  consequence . 
"- desire "" 

THE BIG WORLD . . . . . . . .  _ _  dimension shape / ' "  space k. ' awareness  in tens i ty  
HAS ALL T O N E S  ' - .  aspect  " - -  - . ,  quiescence rela t ion "" 
ALL IDEAS. 

) refer  myst ica l  . _ . .  . . . .  bodYcircumstance 
- - - - :  . . . . .  "off;r quan t i ty  celebrate  seduct ion 

(magic  energy  t ' "  . . . . . .  
_ a r range  . . . .  content . , /  

THE LITTLE - ' h  boundary  ~it,, ~+~n~... alrec~lon , .  - -  
WORLD HAS . ,  densi ty  pre.ssure ( 
TWELVE TONES,  k ges ture  percept ion . . . .  . ,  
ONE IDEA, AND . . . . . . . .  - presence feeling . . . . . .  "A ' intuition effort - /  friction A P L E N T I T U D E  .-" inhabi t  demons t ra te  cont igui ty  systen~, 
OF LIBRARIES [ s t ruc ture  
STACKED WITH ~ performance touch necess i ty  / 

in tent ion  -"  BOOKS TO , , .  l a tency ful lness , 
APOLOGIZE FOR, "- ~ agi ta t ion  appearance  ' -  • % 

AND TO GLORIFY,  t" . . . .  . . movemen t  possesmon.../ 
THOSE 12 TONES ._-] v l t a h t y  commit  composit ion elast ici ty , 
AND THAT ONE f~listinctionlmagme a t t rac t ion  - . . .  
IDEA. 36 - . . _  unce r t a in ty  depth  , 

- - " ,  context  in terval  ) 
_ fea ture  subs tance  p a s s a g e ,  . . . . . .  "' 

x m a ~ e r  . _ i n t e r a c t i o n ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  

Deeply  imbedded in this section's E L A B O R A T I O N  are the  Pa r t chean  co .ncepts of 
Corporeality and Whole Theater.  It remains  to be shown how they  apply by  describ- 
ing the  specific contextual  c i rcumstances  of his work  in which they  are revealed.  
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E. DEMYSTIFYING PARTCH: 

Interact ions are states of being between any I~-~ I, I.H. IT relationship. They, too, 
comprise k inds  of physicality, but  of a different dimens ion  from those distinct, 
physical features which entities, per se, exhibit. Interact ions refer to those 
non-exclusive properties, wi thout  which, enti t ies would be rendered ' things 
in themselves' .  
Any ACTion by an I, which engages another  I, IT, is implicitly interactive. In this 
state, the event of anyth ing  physical is the  consequence of some k ind  of interaction; 
and, could not obtain wi thout  interaction. 
A state of interact ion cannot be held in one I, or one IT, exclusively; states of 
interaction, . . .understood to be infinitely mutable . . . ,  can only be held, each to the 
other, by way of interactions between them. As such, non-exclusive dimensions of 
physicality, by way of interactive states, become the  carriers for the  specificity of 
an event, provide the  connection between unique entit ies comprising the event; 
and, thereby, are contained in the event. By its nature ,  interact ion cannot be a 
' th ing in itself': 

PARTCH: MY INSTRU- 
MENTS NEED A 
HOME WHILE I'M 
HERE.. .  

I am in this room; Partch 's  
Marimba Eroica is in this 
room. I am not  alone. I am 
s tar ing at it; wondering 
about it. Even though  I 
can't  call what  it's doing: 
's taring or wondering'  
at-about me, its presence is 
made clear because it, too, 
is present.  (We) are each 
si t t ing in the  presence of 
the  other. It  'tells' me 
it  is here. 
Somehow, (We) each got 
here and now are facing 
each other. 
I slowly walk to it, and 
touch it. I t  feels cold. I feel 
its coldness, not mine. (I 
am not cold). Its coldness is 
evident  to me, because it  
is cold. Even though  it  
doesn't  say 'I am cold' 
(in my language) 
it does say it; (in my 
language). Now its coldness 

...I CAN SLEEP ON 
THE GROUND. I'M 
USED TO THAT. 3~ 
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PARTCH: BUT 
BEFORE THE INSTRU- 
MENTS CAN SOUND 
COMPETENTLY 
UNDER THE HANDS, 
AND THUS ALLOW 
THE PLAYERS TO 
A C T ,  THEY MUST 
BE IN TIP-TOP 
CONDITION... 

...NOT A SMALL PART 
OF THE ELEMENT OF 
GOOD CONDITION IS 
THE V I S U A L .  I 
ENDEAVOR TO KEEP 
MY INSTRUMENTS 
L O O K I N G  W E L L . . .  

resides in me. It didn't 
before I touched it. Its cold- 
ness is now in both of (us). 
I keep my hand there; on 
one corner of the largest 
block, (#1, with a tone 
about 9/5,...cf., below the 
lowest A on the piano...,); 
remove it, then touch it 
again. It is warmer; it says 
it. (We) each have some of 
my warm. It doesn't say 
' thank you', (in my 
language), but it has 
responded to my touch; it 
does say it. 
(We) play for a long time. 
I give; it responds. I 
respond; it gives. (We) are 
no longer merely staring 
at each other. 
I don't know if it knows 
me; but I'm beginning to 
know it; because it 
presents itself to me, and 
does something when I 
touch it, it lets me know it 
is there, and here. 
Only once do I strike the 
bar vigorously with a hand 
slap. It gives me back a 
roar which reverberates in 
the space for a very 
long time. 

I don't think what is hap- 
pening can be called Zen. 39 

...THE INSTRUMENTS 
DO NOT MAINTAIN 
THEMSELVES... 

. . .WHEN THIS 
EFFORT IS NOT 
MADE, THE R E S U L T -  
IN ONE YEAR'S TIME 
- IS A PILE OF 
INCREDIBLE JUNK! as 

However, it is precisely these phenomenal, interactive, dynami~ states between 
and among entities and physicality, ... each, to be made sense of in the light of the 
other..., which frequently gives rise to perceptual, and, hence, conceptual 
difficulties. Since distinct entities "appear" to be nei ther  here nor there, ...nor, 
this or that. . . ,  exclusively; and since the precise fixing of an event, say, "appears" 
so elusive, it follows tha t  some other kind of expression would need to be invoked 
in order to explain what  is going on. 
Certainly the expression: 'all that  is physical' suggests at least one other, namely: 
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'all that  is not physical'. By this latter, Metaphysicality is generally understood. 
But, Metaphysicality, ...in the allegorical sense..., embraces the transcendence of 
all that  is physical; i.e., its concern is with going beyond physicality. And so, 
Physicality and Metaphysicality are distinct phenomena. They do not refer to 
each other except in the trivial sense tha t  they are mutual ly  exclusive. It follows 
that  the same may be said for those entities contained within each. 

This is so, even i f I  were to argue that  Metaphysicality can be referred to Physical- 
ity only to the extent tha t  the former does not go beyond, . . . that  is, be included 
within.. . ,  the latter. This "appears" to be an outright contradiction. 

It is. Nevertheless, nei ther  the distinction, nor the contradiction, (actually they 
amount to the same thing), have constrained those who do connect them, ...by 
way of some "mix" or other... ,  to Partch's Corporeality and Whole Theater. I hold 
that  the consequence of this "mixing" of phenomena has resulted in vague and 
elusive descriptions of Partch; has cluttered, ...indeed, blocked..., what  would 
otherwise be a clearer apprehension of his work; and has been responsible for an 
unfortunate, cultish mysticism on the part  of some Partch practitioners, and 
enthusiasts. But, in some ways, the confusion is plausible: 

1. The extraordinary emphasis given to certain of his 'identifying' features, 
as noted above, .. .in the absence of equally rigorous attention to his concepts 
of Corporeality and Whole Theater. . . ,  has, de facto, rendered the latter 
seemingly inexplicable on physical grounds alone. 

. Given the notion tha t  perception precedes conception, it follows no clear 
conception of these matters could obtain if their  perception was either 
faulty, or insufficiently cultivated. In this regard, the confusion is not so 
much between the Physical and the Metaphysical, as it is between conception 
and perception, with Metaphysicality being inadvertently drawn into the 
Partchean arena. But, how could this be otherwise? Most of what  is known of 
Partch is by hear/say, abstract discussions, scores (meaningless unless one 
can decode his notation), recordings (which, however wonderful, only give us 
his sounds), assorted pictures and films (mostly promotional), and, perfor- 
mances, ...which, except for a small-but-elegant-number, fall short of 
his demands. 

. Partch's verbal language has contributed to the confusion. In Notations One 
and Two, the expressions: corporeal, whole, magic, rite, have been included; 
partially because Partch persistently used them; partially because I shall 
show that  they can help i l luminate Physicality in the Partchean sense. 
The expression: mystical, is also included. As far as I know, it has never been 
used by Partch; but it is given because his writings, speakings, and the 
verbal language in his scores, (which, parenthetically, enlarge this kind of 
language considerably), 4° convey the "appearance" of a mystical mind. It is 
understandable tha t  Partch's usage would register "Metaphysical" to those 
who hold them in its light, and, who, consequently, would attach their  
significance to his. Now, Partch intended no such thing, and often said so. 
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PARTCH: AT A PRIVATE AFFAIR SOMEONE 
ASKED "WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT ZEN 
BUDDHISM?" I REPLIED, "I DON'T GIVE A 
FUCK ABOUT ZEN BUDDHISM", AND SOME- 
ONE AT THE BACK OF THE ROOM MUTTERED, 
"THERE'S A TRUE ZEN BUDDHIST." 

But, then,  why would he 
intent ional ly  use such 
expressions, if, by their  

MAYBE YES, 
MAYBE NO. 

I DO NOT CARE. 

MUSIC IS A TIME ART, AND BY GOD I KNOW 
EXACTLY WHAT I WANT DONE IN THAT 
TIME, EXACTLY HOW IT IS TO BE DONE, 
EXACTLY WHAT TO EXPECT, AND I WILL 
WASTE NEITHER MY TIME NOR ANYONE 
ELSE'S WITH THE ANYTHING-ANYPLACE- 
ANY-S0UND-APPEAR-DON'T-APPEAR- 
SYNDROME. TO ME IT'S A DISEASE.41 

use, conceptual confusion would result? Certainly he knew, . . .however 
conjured-up were his images. . . ,  they would have to be shown on stage, the  
intended location for most  of his made work. He knew perfectly well he could 
not actually show magic, or the  mystical. 
But, Par tch  needed to part icipate in the  liberation of mundane  h u m a n  
existence, in and by his work. In order to get  to this, he found it  necessary to 
use a language,  ... musical, verbal, visual...,  which would excite the  imagina- 
tion. Mundane  language could not  do it. In  this  light, then,  his language can 
only be regarded as metaphoric.  
The problem is tha t  his language has  been t aken  literally. And, if it  has been 
so-taken, it  is because the  "appearance of things", (e.g., the  appearance of the 
expression: "magic"), has also been taken  as the  case. Now to expect literal 
magic, by way of the  mere  "appearance" of the  expression, . . . taken as the 
case..., and then  to a t tach both to the  Metaphysical,  is surely a paradox 
without  resolution. Of course the  confusion could easily be resolved simply 
by asking: "What are those so-called properties of magic, or the  mystical,  
which so-appear"? 
Metaphoric magic, or the mystical,  is quite another  matter ;  each signifies: 
as-i f  magic, as-i f  mystical; and, so-appears. Metaphors can be translated 
without  going beyond all tha t  is physical. I t  is precisely in this sense tha t  I 
have included t h e m  in the  notations.  

. Partch 's  music',, if seen as "music", has contributed to the confusion. But,  the  
crucial task  is realizing a Par tchwork on the  stage. I t  is precisely in this  
location tha t  his concepts of music, and those of Corporeality and Whole 
thea te r  are challenged, and challenging. It  is also here tha t  necessary 
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distinctions between the  Physical and Metaphysical become abundant ly  
clear. Following is one of numerous  wri t ings by Par tch which outl ine the  
basic scenario of Bewitched. In particular,  it addresses the Prologue to 
Scene One: 

(About the  Bewitched): 42 

A group of"lost" musicians wander  onto a half-dark 
stage full of s trange ins t ruments  and begin to play. 
In the  enveloping ensemble of sound they  momen-  
tari ly find a direction, and forget tha t  they are lost. 
Their  music becomes a power, and their  power a 
vision. Out of a percussive climax an ancient  Witch 
materializes, and she takes command of her  Chorus 
of Lost Musicians. The Witch and her  Chorus then  
proceed to conjure up ten  scenes tha t  satirize the  
h u m a n  si tuat ion as we live it. 

This expression sits on the  page, and resides in my mind  as I observe it. 
I ask: "How does one get it of f the  page, ... and out of this (my) mind-state. . . ,  
and onto the  stage, ...to another  (my) mind-state;  and to other (performer) 
mind-states. . . ,  as an ACTion? How are the  expressions "lost", "wander", 
"direction", "forget", "vision", et alia, to be shown, such tha t  they have some 
connection with tha t  which resides on the  page?" 
But, of course, these expressions are not static; are not  frozen "objects". For 
instance, "wander" - "play" are somehow to be connected; some t ransi t ion 
has to take  place. The space which separates their  respective, distinct states, 
has to be 'filled' wi th  something.  The some thing, in general  is, at least 
physical movement:  

(movement): 

A person (or so-called "thing") cannot be said to 
move from one place to another,  unless the  person or 
"thing" passes in succession through every inter- 
mediate  place; hence motion is only such a change of 
place as is successive. 

Precisely how is the  space between "wander-play" to be t raversed by 
movement?  The possibilities are numerous;  but  which of these would 
translate,  ... vivify..., into theatr ical  ACTion, the metaphor  Par tch  had  in 
mind? Par t  II of this paper will present  a vigorous, detailed discussion of 
these matters .  But  here, I cite two concerns, . . .revealed by the  above 
scenario.. . ,  which contribute to the  confusion about which I speak, namely: a 
typical Par tchean  ambiguity, and an omni-present  Par tchean  belief" 

THE AMBIGUITY: ...lost musicians wander 
(cf. above) . ..strange instruments. . .  

begin to play.. .  

Here, "to play" is to ini t iate the  Prologue to the  ten scenes which follow. 
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NOTE: the musicians have not-yet found a direction, forgotten they are lost, 
nor had a vision. 
But, the music they play is immediately, obviously, complexly virtuosic. It is 
composed, precise, specific; it has had to be rehearsed. And, every participant 
knows that. No time has been provided in the score, scenario, or by way of 
Partch's numerous descriptions, for "fumbling" around with these strange 
instruments; which, if strange, could not, ...at once..., be played virtuosically. 
If the theatrical (metaphoric) implications of the scenario are dismissed, 
thereby, in favor of the compelling demand of virtuosic music, then one is 
given MUSIC, and not Whole Theater; 43 (it won't quite work the other way 
around since the music's 'real time' precision cannot be dismissed). If in this 
case, Corporeality and Whole Theater  are assumed,.., e.g., to merely reside 
in the minds of the performers, and in the minds of the audience (who have 
been given program notes which "describe" them); to somehow be imbedded 
in the virtuosic music, set, dance, or costume; to be "all there" merely 
because everything is on stage...,  BUT are not concretely present, then what  
results, at best, is magnificent performance. All the rest is ut ter  pretense. 

But, as performance, ... and not as Corporeal Whole Theater, a Partchwork is 
distinguished only in kind from professional performances of other music(s); 
performances made up of parts, brought together by a conductor; each 
distinct, privately held, and moving in parallel metaphors. In a Partchwork, 
it has frequently been thought  to be the "mix" of these metaphors, e.g., 
dance, set, music, which generates the "magic"; which becomes the "whole". 
However, there can be no such mix without intrinsic interaction of all those 
expressions which comprise the work; mere relationships won't do it; 
occupying the same space won't do it; nor will mysticism or plausibility. 
Mostly, the ambiguity of Partch's music, within his theater,  has never been 
sufficiently dealt with. To not do so makes any Partch production, anti-Partch. 

Linked with this ambiguity is: 

THE BELIEF: 

In the above scenario, it is clear tha t  change has to take place; change from 
"lost" to "unlost"; from "wander" to "direction", from "power" to "vision", 
from "materialization" to "command", from "conjure" to "scene". That Partch 
continually desired change is made clear by the manner  in which he lived 
his life, and what  he made during its course. In this, the scenario points to 
him, as well as to Bewitched. He did not merely bring new works to the fore 
as a consequence of changes in his life, but made resident a "life of change' in 
each work. His ambiguities are not impossibilities, but actual difficulties to 
be resolved in the light of a desire for change. 

Par tchean change does not signify: change the rhythm, the lights, the 
scenario; nor did poetic license, self-indulgence, or superficial titillation 
signify it to him. Par tchean change signifies: intrinsic change. But from 
what, and by whom? The 'what'  is change from mundane,  status-quo 
existence; the 'whom' is each of us. 
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PARTCH: TOO OFTEN, IN PEOPLES'  MINDS, D I S C I P L I N E  MEANS CON-  
V E N T I O N .  THIS WAS CLEARLY EVIDENT SOME YEARS AGO IN THE 
BAROQUE ART OF BALLET, AND, AS A DIRECT RESULT OF THE EQUAT- 
ING OF DISCIPLINE WITH CONVENTION IN THE MINDS OF BALLET 
MASTERS, WE NOW HAVE THE SPECTACLE OF BOYS AND GIRLS THROW- 
ING THEIR ARMS AND THEIR EYES TO HEAVEN IN GESTURES OF 
ANGUISH AND DESPAIR, IN THE WOMEN'S GYMS OF COLLEGES ALL 
OVER THE COUNTRY. 

THROUGH MODERN DANCE THE INEVITABLE REVOLT, THE DEMONST- 
RATION, CAME, SEVERAL YEARS AGO, SHOWING THAT DISCIPLINES 
OUTSIDE THE PURVIEW OF BALLET COULD ALSO CONSTITUTE A 
DANCE ART. ALAS, LIKE THE PURITANS, WHO - WHEN THEY MOVED 
ACROSS THE OCEAN AND BECAME MASTERS - FATHERED A 
PHILOSOPHY JUST AS INTOLERANT AS THAT OF THE EARLIER TORMEN- 
TORS, MODERN DANCE PROCEEDED TO CONSECRATE THE DOGMAS OF 
ITS SAINTS AND TO PUT ONE OF ITS DISCIPLES IN EVERY WOMEN'S 
GYM. THE DOORS THAT CLOSE B E C A  U S E  OF EDUCATION ARE THE 
SADDEST DOORS THAT HUMANITY NEVER WALKED THROUGH. 

OBVIOUSLY, ANY FINE ART INVOLVES A DISCIPLINE, BUT IT MUST BE A 
FORCE THAT CUTS ITS OWN WAY, THROUGH A VERITABLE JUNGLE OF 
POSSIBILITIES. IT MAY HAVE ONLY THE MOST TENUOUS CONNECTION 
WITH MOMENTARY CONVENTION. WHEN A CONCEPT IS A SO-CALLED 
PIONEERING EFFORT ESPECIALLY, IT MUST CREATE ITS OWN 
DISCIPLINES .44 

Now, of course, Partch's desire for change is not necessarily another's. Where it 
does not exist, his is simply viewed as plausible, and his work, perhaps as 
curiously amusing. Nevertheless, on stage, change has to be shown. It doesn't 
just happen. And it is the responsibility of the production, taken as a whole, to 
show it; and, at least, to provide the occasion for change in others. 

Lou Blankenburg has expressed this necessity clearly and beautifully: 

"The Bewitched dancers, musicians, and Witch 
must  experience, not  merely  indicate change. ''45 

To achieve this state is no easy matter .  But, when it occurs, ... and, it has 
occurred... ,  one observes significant change of such intensi ty  and focus, and of 
such perceivable wholeness, tha t  the  mundane ,  in fact, has been transcended, 
thereby. This is wha t  Par tch  intended. He did not in tend the  t ranscendence of 
Physicality. 

F. PARTCH'S THEATER: THE ULTIMATE, DESIRED, INTEGRATION: 46 

In all of the  foregoing, focus, necessarily, has been directed to Physicality, and 
its sine qua non a t tendant ,  h u m a n  perception. I have assumed tha t  one can 
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attend to the physical, but not necessarily, . . ,  at least not self-consciously..., to 
corporeality. I have approached corporeality indirectly; firstly, because I have 
intended to demystii~ it; secondly, because I th ink  one can be physical without 
being corporeal, but cannot be corporeal without being physical. 

As perceptions take place, so do des ires  to connect with tha t  which is perceived 
take place. I hold making connections, . . .between and among 'entities' 
perceived..., to be a fundamental,  human,  ...indeed, living organismic... ,  
biological, necessity. As such, the 'desire to connect', exhibits, ... at once..., the 
properties of non-exclusiveness, and potential 'changes of state'. 

However, a desire to connect is merely implicit until  some ACTion is initiated. 
Once an ACTion is, a desire becomes explicit, and, is observable as a physical, 
mind-body in teract ion;  i.e., a connection has taken place. Now, of course, 
"things", (i.e., non-living physical matter), such as sand-storms, can initiate, or 
be the consequence of, ACTion; but, by no stretch of my imagination, can I 
attribute to their  ACTion, a 'desire to connect'. Here, my premise holds only for 
14-~I, I~ ~ IT connections. In each of these, at least one T is always present: 

(Partch: in reference to his Cloud-Chamber bowls) 
"I said above that  bowls were broken only by 
right  hands (i.e., by right-handed players; ed.). 
One bowl was broken, or broke, because the 
Marimba Eroica was struck when it was close by, 
and one bowl simply disintegrated. N o w ,  B o w l s  
are never  p l a c e d  close to the Eroica ,  on stage,  
or  in  s tudio .  ''47 

A perceiving human is the connecting link, and the connector  between another 
T, or 'IT' relationship. This is so for all humans.  Without human  presence, no 
connections one could know of, would take place. It is the actual state of 
observable interaction, by participants in the action, which provides the 
occasion for experience; for making sense of "things"; for developing conscious- 
ness; for change. Because interactions, experience, making sense, consciousness, 
and change are mutable, they, too, cannot be held, exclusively, as "things" 
in themselves. 

But, of course, all of this is mere theoretical speculation unless a given, 
participating, human  is a w a r e  of her, his need to interact; and, by its process, to 
be involved in changing, and change. 4s If one is not aware of this need, mere 
participation is: simply that; change remains imminent,  ...locked, in states of 
interaction... ,  but is not perceived by that  perceiver who holds it imminently.  

It is precisely the absence of awareness which I consider to be the formative 
groundwork for the mundane; for the status-quo. Awareness, if only by way of 
the intuitive, has to be developed cognitively. Mere unobserved, anti-intellectual, 
body-no-mind action won't do it. How mind-body awareness, and therefore, a 
kind of corporeality, can be developed, cognitively, is an essential difficulty. 
This is so, in genera:[, but becomes the particular difficulty when embracing 
Partch and his work. Surely, he held mind-body awareness to a magnificent 
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degree. It is observable in the attention he gave to the most minute detail: 

(e.g., with regard to the maintenance and repair of 
his Harmonic Canons): 

"a bad tone always results when the lip of the 
groove at one end of the nuts is not decisive. The 
groove should climb at an angle to the lip, and there 
should be an acute drop at the lip. If the lip groove is 
too wide, or if it is fuzzy, the string tends to vibrate 
in the groove, which causes the bad tone. Use a 
small t r iangular  file and cut the groove (in the oak 
ends) at an angle, delicately, ..."49 

and, to the 'mass' of his audience: 

(statement on T H E  B E W I T C H E D  program notes, 
premiere performance): 

"I prefer to follow a policy of confidence in my 
audience. The Bewitched germinated in a dramatic- 
satiric idea in which words - with their  characteris- 
tic talents and limitations - played a very large 
part, and I believe that  an audience has a right to 
know what  the verbal ingredient in that  idea is. It is 
exactly because the talents of words are different 
from those of music and dance that  they can be 
valuable in a complementary way. I am quite 
agreeable to alterations, editing, and shortening, if 
these changes can be accomplished without 
destroying the flavor, animation, and integrity of 
the verbal concept. The notes might antagonize 
some listeners, possibly even some who would 
respond to the music, though I am inclined to doubt 
this. The basic idea - The Bewitched - demands 
immediate explanation, and the scenes likewise. 
Without explanation the scene titles especially 
seem unnecessarily tricky, perhaps even precious...'5° 

Between these two examples, taken as an arbi trary boundary, lies a vast space. 
Partch, caught up in a motion which spanned such extremes, . . . traversing 
every step between them... ,  engaged continually in acts of connecting what  he 
found in the external world to his inner one, and, out again. 

It is no wonder that  his perceptions led him to connect Corporeality with 
Theater: theater,  because its nature  is interactive, ...i.e., as between kinds of 
materials and kinds of artists...; and, because its participants need to develop 
acute awareness of those unending, int imate states of interaction between mind 
and body, without which theater  wouldn't be theater.  To be sure, it was a 
political act for Partch to conspire to get musicians out of the orchestra pit and 
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onto the stage. But, having done so, then what? Obviously, all of those physical 
actions which attend to performance, such as gesture and spatial proximity, 
.... suppressed in the pit, in favor of the sound itself..., become visible on stage. 
Here, ....for Partch.. . ,  there could no longer be pretense, nor a kind of hiding of 
self, behind the acoustical screen (mask) of the music. 

PARTCH: AT NO TIME ARE THE PLAYERS OF MY INSTRUMENTS TO BE 
UNAWARE THAT THEY ARE ON STAGE, I N  T H E  ACT.  THERE CAN BE NO 
HUMDRUM PLAYING OF NOTES, IN THE BORED BELIEF THAT BECAUSE 
THEY ARE "GOOD" MUSICIANS THEIR PERFORMANCE IS IPSO FACTO 
"MASTERLY". WHEN A PLAYER FAILS TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF 
HIS ROLE IN A VISUAL OR ACTING SENSE, HE IS MUFFING HIS PART - IN 
MY TERMS - AS THOROUGHLY AS IF HE BUNGLED EVERY NOTE 
IN THE SCORE. 51 

In theater,  even the most minute  motion is registered as significant. This is 
what  Partch had in mind, and he did everything he could to subvert the 
tendency of performers to revert  to type when on stage; and to distract audiences 
from giving undue attention to one aspect or another. He made elegant, 
visually beautiful instruments; he formulated non-verbal, metaphoric plots; he 
poked his nose in all aspects of stagecraft; he int imately involved non-musicians 
..., dancers, tumblers, acrobats...; he fashioned gorgeous, seductive sounds; all 
to be integrated into a complex of bodily movement, and action. When Partch 
said "All", he signified ALL! 

Partch has to have assumed that  participants in his work, e.g., performers, 
audience, could either be sensitive to it or not. If the former, then he hoped 
self-group awareness would occur: hence, corporeal theater;  corporeality-as- 
ritual. If the latter, then he hoped interactions would at least trigger self- 
awareness: hence, corporeal growth. 

His desire to elicit ei ther of these responses, ...responses which would signal 
change...,  is expressed in a particular way: each work is uniquely imbued with 
a kind of physical seduction; ... a kind of sensuality...; (here, I do not intend 
sexuality). As has been mentioned, awareness of the whole with respect to its 
parts, is the consecluence of one's perception. If one assumes: "The whole is only 
to be profoundly enough comprehended, as the inner experience is connected to 
the outer, ''52 then, in Partch, one can assume intrinsic interaction, ... and, 
therefore, a kind of bonding... ,  can take place by way of an awareness of 
physical sensuality. I, for one, do assume that; (I did touch the Marimba Eroica, 
and it felt wonder/full). 

In my interaction with my own makings; and with numerous individuals; and 
with small groups; and (so-to-speak) with non-human physical matter;  and 
twice with Partch productions; and, sometimes with audiences, I have experi- 
enced physical sensuality. In these experiences I am aware of having given up, 
... even-if, for a moment. . . ,  something of my sense of distinctness (exclusive- 
ness), in favor of another kind of distinction: one in which I am included in the 
ACTion of others, as they become included in mine. And, because of this, a 
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heightened sense of awareness,  intimacy, and (by current  language) validation, 
obtains. I call these senses Corporeal, and also Whole. I have every reason to 
believe this is wha t  Par tch  intended. 

Now, it  is one mat te r  to speak of Corporeality and Whole 'Theater '  when the  
experience of interact ion involves one, or a small  number  of others. It is quite 
another  when the Corporeality desired is in the magni tude  of Bewitched. In the  
following, the  expression: IT, refers to Bewitched: 

(for the  composer): . . .it  is in one sense to wonder it; 
in another  to t h ink  it; 
in another  to say it; 
in another  to do it; 
in another  to feel it; 
in another  to show it; 
in another  to be seduced by it; AND: 

(for the  performers 
and stage crew): . . .it  is in another  sense to wonder it; 

in another  to t h ink  it; 
in another  to say it; 
in another  to do it; 
in another  to feel it; 
in another  to show it; 
in another  to be seduced by it; AND: 

(for the  audience): ...it is yet in another sense to wonder it; 
in another  to th ink  it; 
in another  to say it; 
in another  to do it; 
in another  to feel it; 
in another  to show it; 
in another  to be seduced by it; 

These conditions, each evidenced in a mult ipl ici ty of ways, states, and dimensions, 
have, somehow, to be gathered up into a coherent, in tegrated wholeness, if all of 
its part icipants  are to experience Corporeality. I t  is not  a condition tha t  the  
experience be uniformly the  same. It  would be ra ther  impossible to know 
tha t  anyway. I t  is a condition tha t  the  experience of being included in the  
validating,  sensuous action of give-take, between and among all of the  consti- 
tuency, is evident  (felt) by each member  in the constituency. As the  observable 
state of the  entire corporeal presence manifests  itself, so does each member  come 
to know it. Thus, Corporeality and Whole Theater  require a par t icular  state of 
being together. Of course, as in any 'made' theater ,  the best a make r  can do is to 
provide a circumstance, ... an occasion..., for change; and thereby, to provoke it. 
Its actuation,  however, is up to the  participants.  But, when it happens  there  can 
be no question about it. No one is where they were when they came in. 

In  this sense, the  Theater  is no longer merely on stage. It  is everywhere, as is the  
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Corporeal state. When  in tegrat ion of this k ind obtains, I am unable to discern any 
significant difference between Corporeality and Whole Theater.  Now, of course, 
this  experience is in another  order of magni tude  from Partch 's  desire. T h i s  is a 
P a r c h e a n  dream,  .,. a vision... ,  perhaps even a seemingly unat ta inable  nightmare!  
But  dreams, visions, and nightmares ,  too, can be t rans la ted  wi thin  Physicality. 

PARTCH: IN DANCE ESTHETICS, THE HUMAN 
BODY HAS A SACRED, MYSTERIOUS 
IDENTITY WHICH 'CAN BE EASILY AND 
SHOCKINGLY DAMAGED, AND THE 
BODY'S PRESERVED SACREDNESS 
TENDS TO ILLUMINE THE 
TERRIBLE FACT OF 
EVERY PERSON'S 
ALONENESS. 53 

Early in 1979, the  'Berlin' 
Bewitched was set in motion. 

There were numerous meetings, 
castings, pr ivate discussions 

wi th  all part ies concerned. On 
Ju ly  28, 1979, the  group as a 

whole convened for the  first t ime. 
I t  was the beginning of a six mon th  

effort. Among various s ta tements  
offered, was the  following: 

I imagine a work: ... of continual,  persis tent  energies & energizings, . . .here, 
there,  everywhere, . . .coming from the  entire space, from each and everyone, 
... energies coming and going in diverse shapes, forms, mood, action, colors, 
intensi t ies  in each micro-existence of the  work's existence;. . ,  energies coming 
and going in large and small  locations, in t iny pockets and massive densities. 
I imagine a work in which I have been invited to be, to act as so-called director; 
...in which I am responsible for the  concept and shaping of the  work as a whole, 
and for the shaping of its parts. I imagine a work in which nothing is imposed 
by vir tue of ego, or self-advancement,  but  is inferred from tha t  which resides IN 
the work, and can be drawn from it. 

I imagine a work in which the  many  words and discussions which necessarily 
will flow in order to fulfill the  work, will eventual ly  vanish  as the  work assumes 
its FORCE; . . . a  force which I see as essentially PHYSICAL. I imagine the  
physicali ty of sounds, and vocal ut terance;  of sculptures and physical bodies; of 
movement ,  and arresting, electric, physical energy. I imagine these to be 
necessary conditions for a work which wants  to pu t  forth "MAGIC" in a day of 
indifference, cynicism, and tired bodies. I imagine such to be only one expression 
for the  work; others will come sometime; others, as yet  to be discovered by the  
collected sensibilities of our being together,  and working together.  

I imagine a work :in which we are all part icipants,  all necessary, all significant; 
...I imagine a work where, except for certain "natural"  phenomena  caused by 
the  vissisitudes of birth, such as size, weight,  age, there  are no political 
part i t ions by role, or function, such as: I, the  director; you, the  dancers; they, 
the  musicians. COntrarily, I imagine a work which is not-yet yours or mine; but  
one which can become ours. 

I imagine a work: Call the work Bewitched; call the  make r  HARRY PARTCH. 
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I imagine  in such a work tha t  it may  be said: LET HARRY SPEAK FOR 
HIMSELF as completely as possible; and, tha t  it  may  ul t imate ly  be said, 
(perhaps for once): WE LET HIM speak as completely as possible; for, wi thout  
us, Bewitched, . . . if  left to its own devices, would reside only on paper and in our 
heads. But  with us, and by us, ITS incredible action will have been ini t ia ted 
and released. 

5.28.79 (end Par t  One) 
San Diego 
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Sustaining Members 

We would like to express our appreciation to the 
following organizations of the music industry 
who are sustaining members of the Percussive 
Arts Society. It is with their support that PAS  
has become and will continue to remain a worth- 
while and stimulating force in the percussive 
world. 

Manufacturers/Patrons 
Avedis Zildjian Co. 
The Gretsch Company dba/Kustom Gretsch 
Kori Percussion-USA 
Ludwig Drum Co./Musser 
Paiste America, Inc. 
Premier Percussion USA Inc. 
Remo, Inc. 
Rogers Drums 
Ross Mallet Instruments, Inc. 
Sabian Ltd. 
Yamaha Musical Products 

D i s t r i b u t o r s / W h o l e s a l e r s  
Charles Alden Music Co., Inc. - Sonor 
Carroll Sound, Inc. 
Hoshino (U.S.A.) Inc./Tama Drums 
Kaman Distributors: Coast Wholesale 
Music and C. Bruno & Son/CB 700 
Percussion 

Latin Percussion 
On-Site Energy Music Group 
Pearl International, Inc. 
Profile, A.S.A. 
Bernard Purdie Distribution, Inc. 
Simmons 

Product  Spec ia l i s t s  
American Drum of Virginia, Roanoke, VA 
American Drum Manufacturing Co., 

Denver, CO 
Aquarian Accessories Corp., Anaheim, CA 
Mike Balter Mallets, Chicago, IL 
Casino Percussion Products, Plainview, NY 
Century Mallet Instrument Service, 

Chicago, IL 
Damon Percussion, Wichita, KS 
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D&F Products, Inc., Cincinnati, OH 
Drum Workshop, Inc., Newbury Park, CA 
Frank Epstein, Boston, ]HA 
Evans Products, Inc. - Robert C. Beals, 

Dodge City, KS 
Fall Creek Marimbas, Cincinnati, OH 
Andrew Feldman - Hand Crafted Percussion 

Products, Clifton, NJ 
Vic Firth, Inc., Dover, MA 
Fox Metronomes, Inc., San Antonio, TX 
Tom Gauger, Brookline, MA 
G P Percussion, Bloomington, IN 
Golden Bells - Del Roper, Monrovia, CA 
Grover Enterprises, Arlington Heights, MA 
Hinger Touch Tone (CuStom Perc.), 

Leonia, NJ 
Don Hogue Musical Specialties, LaGrange, IL 
Humes & Berg Mfg. Co., East Chicago, IN 
Magnamusic-Baton, Inc., St. Louis, MO 
Mechanical Music Corp., Buffalo Grove, IL 
Mid-East Mfg., Inc., Melbourne, FL 
Peripole/Bergerault Intnl., Browns Mills, NJ 
Powergrip, Atlanta, GA 
Precan Music, Scarborough, ONT, CANADA 
Pro-Mark Drum Sticks, Houston, TX 
Regal Tip/Calato, Niagara Falls, NY 
Repaircussions, Rochester, NY 
SOTA Percussion, Chicago, IL 
Shigeo Suzuki, Hamanatsu-city, JAPAN 
Timeless Enterprises/Istanbul Cymbals, Los 

Angeles, CA 
Vaughncraft Percussion, Nashville, TN 
XL Specialty Percussion Products Inc., 

Ft. Wayne, IN 

Drum Shops, Teaching Studios, 
and 

Other R!etailers 
Sam Ash Music Stores, Hempstead, NY 
M.S. Baker & Company, Park Forest, IL 
Brook Mays/C&S Music, Dallas, TX 
Coyle Music Centers, Inc., Columbus, OH 
Creative Drum Shop, Scottsdale, AZ 
Dick DiCenso's Drum Shop, Quincy, MA 
Drummers World, New York, NY 
The Drumshine Shop, Cincinnati, OH 
The Drum Shop, Dearbc)rn Heights, MI 
The Drum Shop, Houston, TX 
The Drum Shop, Las Vegas, NM 
Drums Ltd./Franks Drum Shop, Chicago, IL 
Drums Unlimited, Inc., Bethesda, MD 
Frikk Drum Shop, Bergen, NORWAY 
John Hartwig Musik, Copenhagen, 

DENMARK 

Lake Charles Music, Lake Charles, LA 
Lone Star Percussion, Dallas, TX 
Modern School of Drumming, Whitehall, PA 
Paul-Mueller Percussion Studio, 

Indianapolis, IN 
The Percussion Center, Ft. Wayne, IN 
Percussion Plus Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, 

CANADA 
Percussion World, Inc., Birmingham, MI 
Professional Drum Center, Spokane, WA 
Rick's Drum Shop, Toledo, OH 
S & S School of Music, Pottstown, PA 
Kirk Scott's Drum City, San Antonio, TX 
Soitin-Laine Oy, Turku, FINLAND 
The Sound Box/La Boite de Son, St-Laurent, 

QUE, CANADA 
Tommy's Drum Shop, Austin, TX 
Joe Voda's Drum City, Inc., Omaha, NE 
Steve Weiss Music, Philadelphia, PA 
The Woodwind & The Brasswind, 

South Bend, IN 

Publishers 
Alfred Publishing Co., Inc. 
Arica West 
Associated Music Publishers/G. Schirmer 
C. L. Barnhouse Co. 
Mel Bay Publications 
Belwin-Mills/Cirone Publications 
Boosey & Hawkes 
ChoomBoonk 
M. M. Cole Publishing Co. 
Columbia Pictures Publications 
Contemporary Music Project 
Cortelu Publishing Company 
Deschler Percussion Co. 
DLA Publications 
Doboe Publications 
Galaxy Music Corp. 
HaMaR Percussion Pubs., Inc. 
Hosmanek Publishing 
The Instrumentalist Co. 
J. R. Publications 
Kemper-Peters Publications 
Kendor Music, Inc. 
Lang Percussion Co. 
Joseph LaSpisa/Music Publishing 
Alphonse Leduc & Cie. 
Stanley Leonard Percussion Music 
Les Editions Concept Neuf-  New Concept 

Publishing 
Lone Wolfe Publishing 
Ludwig Publishing Co. 
Manhattan Beach Music 
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Marimba Productions/Malletech 
Meredith Music Pub. 
Modern Drummer Magazine 
Music for Percussion 
Musikverlag Zimmermann 
My Productions 
National Association of Jazz Educators 
New Music West 
Nexus 
Percussion Enterprises, Inc. 
Permus Publications 
C. F. Peters Corp. 
Joseph Porcaro 
Theodore Presser Co. 
Pustjens Percussion Products 
Repercussion 
Carl Rigoli Publications 
Seesaw Music Corp. 
Sal Sofia 
Somers Music Publications 
Southern Music Co. 
Studio 4 Productions 
Ed Thigpen/Action Reaction 
Tierolff- Muziekcentrale 
Windsor Music Publications 

A c a d e m i c  Ins t i tu t ions  
Allegheny College, Meadville, PA 
Birch Creek Music Center, Door County, WI 
California Institute of the Arts, Valencia, CA 
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